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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

I Trash?

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

nited Press International

In One 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, November 13, 1969

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray •
The Washington Post of Friday,
November 7 carried a column
by William J. Raspberry that
we considered to be good thinking. We don't know whether
Raspberry is a regular columnist or not, but we believe that
he probably is.
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He entitles this column "Agnew
the Father Looked Good in Putt
eig Protest Off Limits". We are
running this column for the
benefit of our readers on page
two of today's Ledger and
thanks to the Washington Post
for the use of this column.
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Now comes a sad story which
never should have happened.
We never knew it, but some
Barn Owls lived in the steeple
of the First Christian Church
for years.
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A small chapter in the life of
two small bits of wildlife attempting to live in what is
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(Continued on Page Six)
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Dees Brandon
Dies Tuesday
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Dees Brandon of the Henry
County Nursing Home, Paris,
Tenn., died Tuesday at 11 a.
m. at the nursing home at the
age of 78.
Graveside services were held
today at two p. m. at the Maplewood Cemetery, Paris, Tem.,
with Rev. Harrell Thwsend. officiating.
He was barn October 7, 1891
in Calloway County, Ky., the
3011 of the late Preston Brandon and Harriett Berry Brandon. He was married to the former Jewel Nanney and she preceded him in death February
18, 1960. He was preceded in
death by three sisters and two
brothers.
The deceased was a member
of the First United Methcidist
Church. He was a retired grocer and for years operated a
grocery store in Paris, Tem. In
more recent years he has been
employed as a clerk in a Paris
grocery Store.
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Mrs. Cecil Kirk

Rev. and Mrs. Cecil Kirk
Commissioned to Malaysia
Ham Breakfast To
Be On Saturday

J. W. Ashlock, Jr., a former
resident of Murray, died Tuesday in Braidwood, Ill., at the
age or eT.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Leola Jones Ashlock; one son,
Carl Gene Ashlock who is in
Vietnam; one daughter, Miss
Sandie Kay Ashlock of Detroit,
Mich.; fourth brothers, Charlie,
Raymond, and James Ashlock,
all of Mayfield, and Earl Ash.
lock of Fulton; one sister, Mrs.
Rudene Harris of Mayfield.
Funeral arrangements are in.
complete, but the body is being returned to the Roberts
Funeral Chapel at Mayfield
where friends may call.

Shower Planned
For Russell Family
A shower for the family of
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Russell
and their four children will be
held at the Faxon School on
Monday, November 17, from six
to eight p. m.
The family lost their home
and all contents by fire on
Friday, November 7. It was located on the Irvin Cobb Highway.
For information regarding the
sizes and needs of the family
call 753-6548 or 474-2204.

Gospel Singing To
Be At Hazel Church

Nine new missionaries of the
United Methodist Church were
commissioned Sunday evening,
October 26, in a special service
that was a highlight of the annual meeting of the United Methodist Board of Missions in
Boston, Mass.
The Service of Celebration
and Commissioning was led by
Bishop James K. Mathews of
Methodism's
Boston
United
Area. The new missionaries
were commissioned by Bishop
Lloyd C. Wicke of the New
York Area, president of the
Board of Missions. The service
was held in Marsh Chapel ..on
the campus of Boston University.
Included among these missionaries were Rev. and Mrs.
Cecil Kirk, 1612 Sunset Drive
Murray, who will go to Malay
sia to serve in the fields of
campus ministry and education.
Mr. Kirk was born in Tull,
Ark., and attended Lambuth
College, Jackson, Tenn. He was
graduated in 1.050 with a bachelor of arts degree lit English.
He took ministerial training at
Theological
Methodist
the
School, Delaware, Ohio, and received the bachelor of divinity
degree in 1965. For three years,
1959-62, Mr. Kirk was a Methodist special-term .missionary
to Sarawak, Malaysia. From
1966-1969, he was the Methodist minister in the United
Campus Ministry at Murray
State University. Previously he
has served as youth director at
the Forest Heights Methodist
Church, Jackson, Tenn., and associate minister at Mullins United Methodist Church in Memphis, Tenn. He is a ministerial
member of the Memphis United Methodist Conference and
has been a member of the National Campus Ministers' Association.
Mrs. Kirk, the former Miss
Mildred Ballinger, was born to
Brownsville, Texas, and spent
her early life there and in
Memphis. She attended Lambuth College and was graduated in 1962 with a bachelor of
science degree in elementary
education. She has taught in
the public schools of Sunbury,
Ohio, and Memphis. She is a
member of First United Methodist Church in Murray. The
Kirks have a son, Scott, 5, and
a daughter, Michele, 1.
VISITS ARE HELP

"A- Gospel Singing will be
Patients in our local hospital
held at the Hazel Baptist .ind
senior citizens in the conChurch on Saturday, November valescent
ward look forward to
15, at seven p.m.
a visit from the cheerful Red
The singers will be the Ken- Cross Volunteer.
Would you
tucky Gospel Singers from Ca- like to
brighten their days al
diz, The Messengers from At- so; Attend
the introductory
wood, Tenn., The Gospel-Aires session at
the chapter office
of Hazel, The Outland Sisters Monday,
November 17, at 2:30
Trio from Murfreesboro, Tenn., p.m. A
few hours each week is
and also other local talent.
a big help to those you serve)
The public is invited to at- and you will
trialtod Press Inter...W.0mill
be proud of your
tend the singing.
participation. If you have been
West Kentucky. Mostly clouthinking about joining the Red
dy and cooler today and tonight
Cross Volunteers now is the
Chance of light rain diminish
time.
ing early tonight. Friday conderable cloudiness and turng much colder. High today
mostly in 50s, low tonight main
Ray P. Munday remains in cre
ly in 30s, high Friday in upper heal condition at the Vander30s to mid 40s. Probability of bilt University Hospital, NashThe Twin Lakes Coon Club
rain 20 per cent today decreas- ville, Tenn.
will have a buddy hunt on Sattonight
and
Munday underwent surgery on urday, November 15, at seven
ing to 10 per cent
Friday. Saturday considerable October 29 after entering the
p. m. at the club located near
clodioess and quite cold.
hospital on October 24. He is
Hardin.
in Room S 6444.
All members are urged toatLAKE DATA
tend.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.2,
aown 0.2; below dam 301.8,
RUMMAGE SALE
down 0.1, no gates open.
FREE PETS
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.3,
A rummage sale will be head
down 0.1; below dam 302.6 down Saturday, November 15, from
A ten weeks' old kitten and
0.2.
eight a.m. to two p.m. at the mother cat are free to time
Sunrise 6:33, sunset 4:49.
American Legion Hall. The one as pets. They are houseMoon sets 802 p.m.
sale is sponsored by the Latter broken and would make good
Day saints Church.
pets. Call 753-4934,----'

WEATHER REPORT

4Ir
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Rev. Cecil Kirk

Former Resident Of
Murray Succumbs

.he two Owls are on display in
the Bank of Murray.

Launch Crews Replace Leaky
Hydrogen Tank On Moonship

regular meeting of the
Several persons have been
charged, entered pleas of guil Murray State University Amateur Radio Club was held Wed.
ty, and were fined in the City
Court of City Judge William 11 nesday night, November 12, at
the Ham Shack (Old Kindergar(Jake) Dunn during the pas,
den Bu ,lding) on Chestnut
follow
the
show
Records
week.
Street on the campus.
ing occurred:
J. E. Boggess, driving while, Election of officers was heal
intoxicated, amended to reck- for the new year: William Call,
less driving, fined $100.00 costs President; Doyan Jennings, vice
$4.50.
president; Jan K. Buxton, secB. J. Jones, public drunken. retary-treasurer. William Call
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50 was appointed chairman of the
Dallas Adams, disorderly con Technical Committee; Gary Wi)
By Dwain McIntosh
duct, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. cox, chairman of the MemberDr. William G. Read, chair
in
while
R R. Auker, driving
ship and Licensing Committee;
man of the physics department
toxicated, amended to, reckless Doyan Jennings, chairman of
at Murray State University, will
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
driving, fined $100.00 costs it the Program Committee; Lawbe the next vice-president for
UPI Space Writer
50.
rence Clark, Director of PublIc
Charles W. Rose of Hazel academic affairs and dean of
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) Charles Cocklow, public drun- Relations.
the
university.
Route Two has been reported the faculties at
Launch crews won a race with
kenness, lined $15.00 costs 94.He was named by the Mur- time and replaced a leaky hyCode practice sessions will missing by his family, accord50.
17, ing to Sheriff Fannie Stubble- ray State board of regents in drogen tank in the Apollo 12
R. J. Dermott, driving while begin Monday, November
p.m.
At field.
Thursday,
7:00
moonship today and then rethrough
reckto
amended
intoxicated,
Rose left his home at 11 a.m.
sumed preparations for Friday's
less driving, fined $100.00 costs 7:30 p.m. code practice sessions
start of the nation's second luwill be held for those members Wednesday to go to Murray,
$4.50.
notified authorrar landing mission.
Elmer Dillon, public drunken working toward General Class but his niece
her at the
visited
he
ratings.
that
Under a suddenly revised set
higher
ities
License
or
costs
$4.50.
$15.00
ness, fined
of rules, Charles "Pete" ConThe activities of the club in- Mayfield Hospital yesterday afM. J. Field, driving while inrad, Richard F. Gordon and
toxicated, amended to reckless. cludes code and radio theory, ternoon. Rose told his niece
back to
Alan L. Bean must get off bedriving, fined $100.00 costs $4- operation by licensed members that he had to come
tween 11:22 a.m. EST and'2:27
on MARS frequencies, and sev- Murray to drive his school bus
50.
p.m. EST or they and thousands
J. E. Garland, public drun. eral experimental equipment route.
of support personnel will have
Rose is a school bus driver
kenne.ss, fined $15.00 Costa $4-- and antenna projects.
to wait until Dec. 14. There is
Present members are: Wil- for the New Concord School
50.
age,
no second chance this month.
B. J. Pulley, driving while liam Calk, Robert Jones, Law. area. He is 65 years of
weighs
and
Gary
tall,
Rudd,
The troublesome hydrogen
feet
Clark,
James
six
rence
about
reek
intoxicated, amended to
to
tank was the only hitch. By
less driving, fined $100.00 costs Wilcox, James Jackson, Doyan about 150 pounds, according
down, it had been teplaced with
Jennings, Jan K. Buxton, ane the office of the sheriff.
$4.50.
one from the Apollo 13 spaceT. W. Schulte, open beer in James Hertenstein. New memcraft and technicians were predry territory, fined $15.00 costs bers are: Dennis Gimmel, Brenparing to start pumping -frigid
da Call, and Charlie Phelps.
$4.50.
liquid hydrogen into it. That
R. J. Sims, driving on revok- • Anyone interested in HAM
was the tank's big test INtd the
ed license, fined $125.00 cost* Radio or technical experiments
may
operation
electronics
was expected to be
radio
Lion
in
$4.50.
The Parent-Teacher Confer
completed in the Afternoon— ,
-14-, C. Teasley, pbc tins*, cnntact_Any sleamlagr_ or_attentI, nee Day wilt- be observed-at"We - loot real good now."
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.- meetings as scheduled.
the Murray University School
reported launch operations Man50.
thron Friday, November 14,
ager Paul C. Donnelly.
'Dr. William G. Road
J. W. Wilson, public drunoughout the day.
Donnelly's launch pad crews
kenness, given twenty days in
Conferences have been plantr a meeting Saturday to replace
completed the tank switch and
jail at hard labor.
for
the
teachers
the
with
ed
Dr. William G. Nash who will made the necessary electrical
P. R. Jones, illegal possessparents of all the children. retire July 1, of 1970.
and plumbing connections three
$15.00
of
alcohol,
fined
ion
Miss Tamia Kennedy of Me- Classes for the children have
In other action, the board: hours ahead of schedule.
costs $4.50.
day.
the
for
dismissed
been
tropolis. Illinois, will present a
Digerred a decision on the
The weather and all other
J. R. Leach, illegal possess- ‘oice recital tonight at 8:00 Refreshments will be served
ion of alcoholic beverages, fin- ''clock in the Price Doyle Fine by the PTA hospitality commit- future of the Reserve Officers aspects of preparations for the
Training Corps at Murray State start of the $350 million, 10-day
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
Arts Building in Recital Hall_ tee, Mrs. Harold Robertson, until &Doc. 13 meetingexpedition were reported "go".
on
driving
J. H. Cassity,
Is menet by muss Kennedy bairrean.
The problem inv211,ed
-Accepted an enrollment reyoked license, fined $25.00 ewes is in partial fulfillment of the
Wilson Gantt, registrar in the vacuum iniurafteri raeltet
by
port
$4.50.
reqairements for the Bachelor'
and director of admissions, of one of two spacecraft tanks,
M. L. Lucas, illegal possess- of Music Education degree.
showing an enrollment drop this the size of a beach ball. The
ion of alcoholic beverages, fin
fall of about one per cent.
ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
(Continued on Page Six)
Mrs. Marie Taylor will be the
Read is now the faculty reD. M. Hale, public drunken- accompanist assisted by David
of
presentative on the board
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Sutherland on the trumpet anc The Calloway County AssocE. W. Grogan, reckless driv- Kim Pennington, pianist.
iation for Retarded Children regents. He was elected to that
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
will meet on Tuesday, Novem- post by the faculty in early 1968
In her vaned program Miss ber 18, at 7:30 p m. at the Ro- after a Kentucky haw was passJ. A. Latino, disregarding
ed providing for student and
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs 54.- Kennedy, a Mezzo Soprano, will bertson School.
sing three numbers by Schub- All members and interested faculty representation on boards
50.
G. W. Loyd, Jr., speeding ert, three by Michael Head, one persons are invited to attend. of state college and universitby Bolus. A sonata for trumpet
ies.
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
A Kansan before joining the
R. S. Reiser, speeding, fined and piano will be part of the
program as well as a composiMurray State faculty In 1949) Three traffic collisions were
$15.00 costs $4.50.
Read will begin working with investigated by the Murray Potion by Brahms.
Nash immediately in Prepara- lice Department on Wednesday.
tion for his new assignment. No injuries were reported.
Funeral services for Miss
Nash has been dean of the
Cars involved in a collision
Louisa Parker, retired school faculties at Murray State since at 2:49 p.m. were a 1968 Chev
teacher, were held today at two 1940. His appointment as a rolet two door hardtop owned
p.m. at the chapel of the Max vice-president was made by the by Stallone Used Cars and driH. Churchill Funeral Home with board of regents in 1968.
ven by Jane Hendricks Stallons
Widely recognized as an out- of Murray Route Four, and 3
Bro. Bill Threet and Bro. Floyd
standing physicist, Read earned 1965 Ford two door sedan driDethrow officiating.
Active pallbearers were John the B. S. and M. S. degrees at ven by Florine Willett Erwin
By WALTER WHITEHEAD tempt to overrun the outpost,
SAIGON (UPI) — Communist thrown back by dive bombers, Reed Falwell, Everett Oliver, Fort Hays State College in Kan- of Murray Route Four.
troops turned their winter of- artillery, tanks and helicopter Frank Hargis, Gene Jones, Keys sas and the Ph. D. degree at
Police said the Erwin Car
Farris, Rob Wayne Parker, John the University of Kansas.
fensive to the northern war gunships.
was crossing 641 from CircaraHe is one of two regional ma onto the Big K parking lot
The fighting in South Viet- Mark Hill, and Hoyt Like. Honzone Wednesday and today, killing 23 Americans and wound- nam's northern I Corps came crary pallbearers were Max counselors in physics fer Ken- and failed to see the Stallons
ing 106 — the heaviest US. on the eve of antiwar protests Parker, Mancil Vinson, M. 0. tucky under programs of the car going south on 641. The
American Association of Phy- Stallons car driver attempted
losses reported in nearly two in the United States. Captured Wrather, and Amos Hill.
guerrilla documents had orderBurial was in the Hicks Ceme- sics Teachers and the American to make a right turn onto the
months.
Ten of the Americans died ed widespread attacks to coin- tery with the arrangements by Institute of Physics.
Big K parking lot to avoid the
Listed in "American Men of collision, according to the poand 34 were wounded in a cide with these demonstrations. the Max H. Churchill Funeral
Science" and "Who's Who in lice report.
At least 250 Viet Cong and Home.
North Vietnamese mortar and
Miss Parker, age 73, died American Education," Read is
ground attack against their North Vietnamese died in the
Damage to the Stallons car
night camp just below the De- overnight fighting. U.S. head- Tuesday at seven p.m. at the a member of the Kentucky Sci- was on the left front fender
quarters said two American hel- Murray-Calloway County Hospi- ence and Technology Council, and to the Erwin car on the
militarized Zone DMZ.
the Kentucky Advisory Com- right rear fender.
Sixty-six of the attackers per- icopters were shot down, kill- tal.
Survivors are five sisters, mittee on Optometry, and the
ished in the unsuccessful at- ing one crewman and injuring
North 4th and Ash Streets
four.
Mesdames Arthur Like, Ellen Kentucky Association of Phy- was the scene of the second colMilitary spokesmen said the Hodges, R. L. White, Herman sics Teachers Advisory Commit- lision at 4:45 pan,
United. States lost 97 killed and Hill, and Robert Clark; three tee on Physics Education.
Involved were a 1964 Pontiac
He said he considers ths,ama
698 wounded, keeping the death brothers, Wylie, Joshua, and Aldoor hardtop owned b y
two
pointment "a high honor.'
toll below 100 for the sixth bert Parker.
Dear Editor:
Walls and. driven by
Harold
"I have been very much inThis morning, at 8:15, I saw a week out of the past seven. It
Raynelle Janace Walls of 403
programs
academic
terested
in
child very nearly get hit by a brought the number of GIs dead
South 2nd Street, Murray, and
at Murray State and I am espick up truck, while in the in the war to 39,329.
a 1968 Buick two door hardtop
pecially pleased that I will have
South Vietnamese troops, gocrosswalk on 16th Street at Loby Thomas Andrews and
owned
this kind of opportunity to imcust. Furthermore, the little ing it alone against the offendriven by Pauline E. Andrews
this
plement
interest,"
Read
boy had his arm in a sling AND sive along the Cambodian borof Mattoon, Ill.
A theft of a 220 volt heater added.
stumbled, nearly falling, in his der, had 476 killed and 1,091
Police said the Andrews car
The future of the compulsory
haste to escape the wheels of wounded, almost double their was reported at the lake cottage
going south on North 4th
was
program at Murthe truck. I cannot accurately losses of the previous week. of Mr. and Mrs. James ,Dale two-year ROTC
Street and the Walls car was
conbeen
under
State
has
ray
Blood
River
state the speed of the truck. The report listed 2,476 guerril- Cochran on the
sideration by the board of re- going west on Ash Street when
section of Kentucky Lake.
but it WAS, very definitely, las slain.
the collision occurred.
Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield gents Since the wring when a
exceeding the speed limit of 15 .The northern fighting during
Damage to the Walls car was
by
a
was
initiated
campaign
over
occurred
the
theft
said
while
just
bethe night flared from
miles per hour required
on the right front fender and to
faculty
students
and
of
group
passing a school zone. School low the Demilitarized Zone the weekend.
members to have the program the Andrews car on the left
zone signs are posted both to near Con Thien to the Hoi
front door.
made volunterY.
the north and south of Robert jan - An Hoa region farther
DAR MEETING
The collision I 4:52 p.m. was
faculty
comeight-member
An
miles
350
about
down the coast,
son School on 16th Street.
between a 1968 Chevrolet two
has
made
a
study
of
the
mittee
Shortly after school began north of Saigon.
The Captain Wendell Oury
door and a Honda motorcycle
The biggest battle near Hoi chapter of the Daughters of the program and Dr. Ben Humphthe portable Stop sign always
Max Whitford of Dover,
reys,
chairman
of
guidanceposted on 16th at Locust my An saw South Veetnamese American Revolution will meet
Tenn., driving the Chevrolet.
counseling
and
chairman
of
that
Why
artillery
troops,
junks,
disappeared:
steriously
river
at the Triangle Inn on Saturday,
was going south on South 12th
the Stop sign wasn't immediate- and fighter-bombers team up to November 15, at 12 noon with committee, presented a recom- Street when Lowell Clyde Wil
mendation
to
the
board
Satur
ly replaced is a mystery to me
(Continued on Page Six)
Mrs. Wesley Waldrop and Mrs
day that the program become loughby, Jr., 302 Maple Street,
I am writing this letter beJessie McNutt as hostesses.
driving the floida also south
voluntary
cause it is obvious, to me at
pulled into the right front fen
Gantt
made
the
point
in
his
of
least, that a replacement
NO CITATIONS
der of the Whitford car, accordenrollment
report
that
the
re
the missing Stop sign would be
PRE! PUPPIES
report.
duction in the enrollment at ing to the police
a simple elimination of dan4er
The Murray Police DepartChevrolet avai
the
to
Damage
to our children. The posting ment did not issue any citations Three puppies, half films the university this fall has been on the right front and to the
caused
by
the
increase
in
tui
yesterday and last night, ac- don, are free to someone as
1144414,4-1..ttiegestonk anstleft
cording ErffirPtice
(do*n-tinued on Page Six)
pets. lfair7531177117—
side.
(Continued on Part Shti

Charles W. Rose
Reported Missing

The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Dexter.
Has-din
United
Methodist
Church will sponsor a country
ham breakfast on Saturday, November 15, from six a.m. to ten
am. in the fellowship hall of
the church.
The menu will consist of
"Lee's country Ham, eggs, redeye gravy, homemade biscuits,
homemade jellies, butter, and
coffee. Donations will be accepted -from persons • being
Recently the pastor was in his
served.
study when he saw one of the
Owls fall to the ground. By the
time he got outside the other
was there too. Shot down. Wo
don't know who, nor do we
care to.
The Owls were taken to a taxidermist and mounted. Their
backs are a light brown and indeed the -underparts are white
blending to a light brownish
beige.

Amateur Radio
Club Has Meeting

Vol. LXXXX No. 269

Regents Name William Read, Liftoff Is
MSU Academic Affairs Post Still Set

Churchgoers there have seen
them from time to time and
from their low point, looking
upward, the Owls appeared to
be white. They lent some vague
meaning to the church edifice,
something akin to character,
prestige,
historical
solidity,
background, depth or what have
you. Anyway folks there loved
these "white" Owls and :over
the years developed a rapport
or sense of communication with
them.

10 lbs $25.25-25 75.
Few l-2 $26.00;
• lbs $25.00-25.50,
O Has V24.50-25.00;
O Rae $24.00-24.50:

I
bbig.

Persons Are Fined
In City Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn

104 Per Copy

Ray P. Munday In
Critical Condition

Buddy Hunt Planned
By Lakes Coon Club

For Friday

Conference Day Is
Planned On Friday

Tamia Kennedy To
Give Recital Tonight

Association Plans
Tuesday Meeting

Wrecks Are
Investigated

Miss Louisa Parker
Funeral Is Held

Communists Troops Kill 23
Americans In Battle Today

Letter To Editor

Theft Reported At
Cochran Cottage
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion. are not for the best
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NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., 1509
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

NEW YORK - An armed bandit to Wells Fargo guard James
Kerrigan during a daring $1.3 million robbery of Aqueduct race
track receipts.
"Do you want to live to enjoy your pension?"
JIANOI - A Hanoi Radio broadcast monitored in saigon concern-

ing the North Vietnamese view of antiwar demonstrations planned
in the United States this weekend:
"We warmly welcome and support all organizations and peoples
in the United States who are participating in the struggle to counter
stubborn attitudes prolonging the aggressive war by the American
administration."
NEW DELHI - India's Home Minister Yeshviantra0 Claavan of
the Congress party condemning party President Saddacvanshali
NijalingaPPa's attempts to remove Prime Minister Indira Gandhi:
"The Congress parliamentary party declares that the decision
of Mr. Nijalingappa and his associates to remove the prime
minister from membership of the congress if invalid and unjustified. Mrs. Gandhi continues to be leader of the party and enjoys
full confidence of the party."
WASHINCTON - President Nixon's daughter Tricia expressing
her plans for the weekend, which will not include participation
in any antiwar demonstration:
"I hope I can rind better things to do."

Coles Truck Stop was robbed last night. Three persons are
being held in connection with the robbery in county jail. -Charles Robertson was in charge of the program at the regular meeting of the Murray Rotary club and presented cape
Bryan of the Murray State Military Science Department.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank White are the parents of a baby girl
born at the Murray Hospital this morning.
Seventeen Murray girls received their Girl Scout pins in a
candlelight ceremony.

20 Years AT)Today
LEDGER

ALMANAC

Friday, Nov. 7. 1969

William J. Raspberry

not be a good vice president,
even if he is the only vice
president we have.
But it will take more than
his handling of his daughter's desire to participate in
the Oct. 15 Moratorium to
convince me that he isn't a
good father.
On that one, I thought he
looked great.
As Stewart Alsop tells the
story in Newsweek magazine, daughter Kim, age 14,
wanted to wear a black arm
band to show her opposition
to the war.
The vice president told
Alsop that he "took a lot of
time to tell her how we got
Involved in Vietnam . ."
Kim said she understood
but didn't agree.
There was more back and
forth until finally the vice
president, convinced that his
reasons were sounder than
Kim's, told her: "There will
be no black arm band and
no participation in a demonstration."
And there wasn't, Mr.
Agnew was pleased to report.
Well, good show.
WHAT THE vice president was saying, it seems to
me, is that the family is not
a democracy, and shouldn't
be. And many of the liberals
who are putting him down
for his handling of the situation ought to take a closer
look at their own households.
Many of them are arguing
with their 14-year-olds about
everything from Vietnam to
hairstyles to pot. And many
of them are losing the argument and their control of
the situation, even though
they still feel that they
know better than their children what is good for them.
Am I mistaken in my no-

tion that the children o!
these liberals are more
likely than those of old-fashioned parents to smoke pot,
drop acid, shoot speed or
whatever?
Aren't there times when
permissive
parents wish
they had been less democratic and more authorative?
Don't they wish occasionally that they could quit the
debate and say, "Because I
said so"—and make It stick?
The trick, of course, is
that you can't wait until
your Kim is 14 to start letting her know that Dad (or
Momi is a lot closer to being
an absolute monarch than
just another member of a
one-man, one-vote household. Because by then, you
can't make it stick.
OBVIOUSLY more is involved than sheer authoritarianism. The kid has to
know that you care, and not
Just about your own possible
embarrassment.
Middle-class and upperclass liberaLs often put too
much stock in the appeal to
reason, and they sit there
wringing their hands while
their children do things that
the parents know are conter
to the children's best interest.
Poor parents may be more

likely to rely too heavily on
cold authority. And when
the kids get too big for Dad
to enforce his orders with a
belt, the game is over. Juvenile Court officials learn
about these cases when the
parents sheepishly acknowledge that the children are
"beyond parental control."
At age 14
There
are
exceptions.
There was the mother who
came to Howard University
during a student takeover to
lead her son away. He went
not because he was afraid of
his mother but because his
respect for her outweighed
his embarrassment before
his peers. She had done her
homework.
So, apparently, had Spiro
Agnew.
I'm sure that Kim wasn't
any happier about the way
things went than was the
Howard student.
As her father told Alsop:
"Well, there was the usual
crisis, and I guess some mutual trauma, but after that, I
think, I was nicer than usual
to her, and she was nicer to
me."
I found the account refreshing.
It would be a mistake, of
course, to try to run a country that way.
But it doesn't seem a bad
way to run a family.

Generator To
Be Set Up
On Moon
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)—

Apollo 12's astronauts will set
Deaths reported today are Mrs. Susie Rogers, age 77, and J. T. up a nuclear generator
on the
Bynum, age 47.
moon powered by eight pounds
William G. Boaz., an art student at Murray State College, will
of man-made plutonium worth
present his first art show today at the Fine Arts Building.
$1 million.
Track will replace swimming as a spring season sport at
It .s the first atomic power
Murray State College this year, according to Athletic Director plant to be carried
in space by
Roy Stewart.
men, and elaborate precautions
The date for the completion of the science tending at Murray have been taken to
prevent it
State College has been set for December 17, according to I. H. from contaminating
the earth
Key, superintendent of building and grounds.
in the event of a launch
dienster.
The generator, an 18-inch-tall
cylinder with six large tins,
converts heat from the radioactive decay of the plutonium 238
fuel directly into electrical
Brethren, pray for us.-- 1 Thessalonians 5:25,
energy. It weighs 43 pounds
It takes humility and courage to ask for the prayers of a friend. and has no moving parts.
Seek out the prayers of a friend today.
The unit, developed by the
Atomic Energy Commission, is
expected to produce a minimum of 63 watts to power
Apollo 12's five surface experiments for at least a year, day
and night. Apollo 11's moonquake meter was kept going in
daytime only by sunlight.
The plutonium 238 fuel has a
half life of about 90 years,
which means at the end of that
time it will be supplying half its
original heat. The U.S. space
agency said the cost of the fuel
was $1 million.
Unlike other forms of plutonium, plutonium 238 cannot
cause a nuclear explosion. But
all forms of plutonium are
extremely poisonous and rigid
safety precautions are taken for
their use.
The plutonium 238 fuel will be
carried to the moon in a special
container mounted on one of
the four legs of the lunar
module Intrepid. The fuel cask
is designed to withstand the
worst possible launch explosion.
"The whole thing was designed 9n that if you had some
launch abort or some problem
you would riot have endangered
anyone on earth," Alan Bean
said recently.
"The thing we worry about...is the temperature of it. It is
pretty
warm, about
1,400
degrees, after you leave it out
for a while."

Bible Thoughtfor Today

smoKgy efAa thanks some of his young friends for helping
prevent forest fires during his leak -test atiGoodyear's Wingfoot Like fie'fir Akron. Ohio. Then he was packed away for
shipment to New York to be one of the Mtn' giant balloon
figures in Maey's annual Thanksgiving 41.iv Parade.
dpet 22-111111...m.ault

assz22.—..32M2

It will be Bean's job to
remove the fuel element from
its container on the lunar
module and carry it to the
generator. He will use a longhandled tool that will keep him
safely away from it. As soon as
the- kitOniurn

BANNED AND O.K. The Hicksville. N.Y., School Board said
"No" to these hip-hugger bell bottom slacks 15-year-old Lori
Scott wears, but apparently her miniskirt is O.K. Lori's
mother, a welfare recipient, says she can't afford the prescribed clothes, so she's taking the case to court. The judge
requested further written briefs. ;Briefs!,

the generator, the unit will
start generating electricity.
Although the generator is the
first of its kind to be carried on
a manned spaceflight, eight

INBORN LINK TO
CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR
NOT PROVED
The XYY syndrome is an
inborn abnormality of the male
chromosomes in which some
males are born with an extra
"Y" chromosome instead of
the usual "XY" found in the
male sex.
Chromosomes are small, more
or less rod-shaped bodies which
appear in the nucleus of a ctll
at the time of cell division. The
name is from two Greek words,
chromo (meaning color) and
sorna (body).
Chromosomes contain the
genes or hereditary factors of
animals and man. The normal
number of chromosomes in

Land
Transfers
Affidavit of descent of Rue L.
Beale, died Feb. 12, 1969, to
Susie H. Beale and Robert J.
Beale.
Susie H. Beale, Robert J. and
Elsey C. Beale, to Paul and Nina
May Lyons, lot in Calloway CounJohn B. and Betty J. Carter
to John A. and Annie Mae Wilson, Sr., lot in Center Ridge
Subdivision.
Charles F. and Bettie C. Henson to Mellie B. Harris, lot in
Pasco Subdivision.
Harold Graves and Betty E.
Beaman to Hollon and Haughtie
Byars, lot in Cloverdale Addition,
J. H. and Eunice M. Beckham
to Joe A. and Lucille Beckham,
lot in Calloway County.
Ivison R. Hillman for Eurile
Jane Hillman to Ronald W. and
Rebecca W. Churchill , lot in
Calloway County.
Lucille Outland Atkins to Jessie Hale Outland, lot in Cubway County.
Charles and Ruby Bland, Jr.
of Leitchfield to William W. and
Mary Helen Kitterman, lot in
Irvin Cobb Resort Subdivision.
Jerry and Linda Roberts to
11, D. and Wanda Roberts, lot
in Candlelite Estates Subdivision.
John D. and Frances D. Stamps
to Netimud Lumber A Supply
Company, Inc., lot in Oak Heights Subdivision.
Mason and Nerene Thomas and
E. S. and Thelma Roberts to National Lumber and Supply Company, Inc., lot in Highland Hills
Subdivision.
Murray Calloway County Public Library District to Emma Sue
Hutson, lot in Calloway County,
World Land, LTD, to Martha
S. Ferlcan of Homewood, 111.,
lots in Baywood Vista Subdivision.
Thomas and Arneta Roberts
and John D. and Frances Stamps
to Will M. and Ima Dine Outland,
lot in Rolling Acres Subdivision.

humans is 46, with 22 pairs of
what are called autosomes and
two sex chrothosomes. These
are known as "XX" in females
and "XY" in males.
Many variations may occur
in the chromosomes. some of
these have been found to be
associated with viLious abnormalities in behavialf ois: physical
makeup. HerejiS where the current case of the XYY syndrome
comes in.
Unfortunately, the impression
has sprung up that the XYY
abnormality is clearly related
to criminal behavior.
This is why the National
Institute of Mental Health's
Center for Studies of Crime and
Delinquency recently called together a scientific conference of
specialists from genetics, psychiatry, psychology, sociology,
and law. They carefully examined the current state of
knowledge of the XYY syndrome from all aspects.
Their conclusion is that a
link between the XYY syndrome
and criminal acts, such as
violent murder, is not clearly
proved. The assertion that males
with the XYY chromosomes are
related to criminal behavior is
definitely misleading, they said,
and has developed undue public concern about males with
XYY that is premature because
research evidence is not adequate to support the assertion.
The conference also pointed
up the important need for research to get valid information
about the prevalence of XYY
cases in the population. This
we have little or no idea of
now.
Also, research is urgent to
find out just what are the interactions between chromosomal
abnormalities like this and
social behavior.
Lacking such information, we
cannot at the present time properly evaluate the meaning and
significance of the )(TY eases
which have been found among
various kinds of criminals. But
the Center for Studies of Crime
and Deliquency is planning to
stimulate and encourage studies
to get the needed research answers. Meantime, definite conclusions cannot be drawn about
the relationship between XYY
and deviant, criminal, or violent
behavior.
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Going Back >Diu

mintage, Many are relatively rarer than
similar denominations stamped out at Philadelphia and other mints. One guide book to
U.S. coinage evaluations appraises a CC
quarter-dollar the initial date of issue, 1870,
at from £55 to $275. according to condition.

"As impassioned and
impressive a film as any
released so far this year!
Signals perhaps a new
boldness in American
cinema! Extraordinary!"

"Dartling.. Devastating...
Brilliant! Must be seen by
anyone who cares about
the development of modern
movies!'.—Newsweek

CLARK KINNAIRD

"Powerful! Born out of
the time of troubles
through which this
nation has been passing!"
—Life
''Staggering.. Illuminating.
Magnificent! It is the
stuff of now! Young
people.. should be
required to see
'Medium Cool' —Holiday
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84 E"The finest building in Nevada is
that belonging to the United States
government. at Carson City." asserted an
old edition of King'. Handbook of the United
States. The editor listed ;is less imposing
structures at that city: the State Capitol.
the State Prison.
The reference was to the United States
Mint authorized by Congress in 1869 as a
convenient depository for fortunate ones
aniong some 50,000 prospectors who crowded
into the Sierra Nevada after news came out
of a canyon below Mount Davidson in 1858.
An historian annotated that news. "Black
lumps which bothered the few washers . .
were assayed by two miners named Grosch,
who possessed some knowledge of metallurgy,
and pronounced it to be rich sulphurets of
silver . . . A rush to NVashoe commenced.
Early in 1861. Congress organized the Territory of Nevada. outs'of Utah west of 150."
Bullion was to remain the chief product
of Nevada for many years before quick-sure
divorce dispensers and multi-gambling devices at Reno and Las Vegas became allurements. Before 1893. some $600 000.000 in gold
and silver were sent out, only a fraction of
it in the form of coinage from Carson City
Mint; 1893 was the year It was shut down.
Beside bullion from diggings at Virginia
City 'where the deeply implanted Comstock
Lode yielded millions in wealth yearly to owners
enrichments were produced by systematic high pressure washings of metal
from close-to-surface veins, or placer mining.
Numismatists have good rerson to prize.
coinage tweilty-i-ent. twent-five 'cont. fiftytent. one-dollar silver, and five-dollar. tendollar, twenty-dollar gold pkres with CC
Imo-kings identifying these ;is of Carson cite
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Today is Thursday, Nov. 13,
by Darrell
the 317th thy of 1969 with 48 to
follow.
The moon is between its nee
phase and first quarter.
stars are
morning
The
witt
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tve h
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Mercury, Venus and Jupiter.
but You hove
The evening stars are Saturr
one pecuon vek
and Mars.
On this thy in history:
In 1921 Hollywood release(
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d
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Releavre 1)°")
cdn
the picture "The Sheik,"
petitions for ir
starring the great film love
hulled heads
Rudolph Valentino.
In 1933 workers at the
dvient en wwhetvoll
hip
Hormel Packing Company in
ship even
Rustin, Minn., staged the first
p
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recorded sit-down strike in Ilk iip
United States.
.
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In 1937 the Holland Tunnel
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get. °N
between New York City and
anybody's book
New Jersey was opened.
In 1942 the Japanese fleet
tart
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) to
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Pliantsuudy
ter
suffered a heavy defeat in an
unsuccessful attempt to retake
ing. Mrs. Mavir
U. S. positions in the S Islands.
introducing ear
A thought for the day:
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
said, "The life of the law has
not been logic; it has beep
experience."
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nuclear power systems have Oscar Hornolka added another
been installed on unmanned rich character role to his credits,
spacecraft launched by the landing the part of a Russian
space agency and the Depart- colonel' isi\"The Executioner'
starring Geoige Peppard.
ment of Defense.
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By United Press International

Stanley F. YolleS, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

Agnew the Father Lookql Good
In Putting Protest Off Limits
SPIRO T. AGNEW may
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You have had doggy contact
with people all of your life,
but you have yet to see that
one person with the explosive
drive and deter aination of
Herman Kelly Elks. The nuclear bomb was his energy condensed. It's true we were coatpetitors for many years, and
bareheaded, in
bulled has
nosiness, but never for one moment did we abort true friendship even before popcorn was
here. Two things have
, when we were competitors, that I shall never forget. Noby Carraway (tops in
efienode's book), was Herman's
plant manager, and when his
taxi started to school my daughter (Judy) was student teaching. Mrs. Mavis McCamish was
introducing each of the youngsters to their new teacher, and
when she introduced Noby's boy
to Miss Shoemaker, he said,
"Yes, I know her, our daddy's
are enemies". Competitors did
not come to his mind. The other
one happened just before dark
in Mouri, when harvesting
popcorn grown there. I was unloading into a trailer and Duff
Erwin drove up, turned off his
tractor and walked up just in
time to hear the helper my he
was starving to death, to which
Duff replied, "Don't my that
again for I saw a clommernecker rooster in that far fence row
that I had to restrain myself
from funning down to get a
few bites".
I never saw finer harvesting
fall weather, if it holds out another week farmers will be through and they are due one.
They come so seldom. It takes
a whale of a lot of money to
farm these days. They used to
say, 'Well, if I can't do better
I can always farm". That man
isn't here today that could provide a meager living off of a
farm with a team and ti3nla, a*
long _ with _ioyernanent recWhet he can seiran't
iI
WOW. JUST THINK what would
happen if every farmer in the
United States decided together,
that come next Monday that
they would riot sell one dimes
worth of production from any
source for 80 days, and there
isn't a farmer that couldn't do
just that too. It scares me, after all the Unions are doing
the same thing to get demands
met, by not working for several
months at a time in some instances. If there wasn't one au:rile or truck made for two
nobody would be walking. His not working is one
thing but the producer of food
Is another. One example in my
own household, this past week
the same brand of bacon was
up ten cents per pound, a whopping 17% yet pork on the hoof
was off 25t cwt. Somebody between the producer and consumer is really taking the pals
lic.
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Fund Will Aid
Billy Crosswy
*
ay

3.n by

out
odern

A fund to benefit William F.
Crosswy, supervisor of music in
Henry County schools, will be
launced by the Key Club at Henry
County High.
-They hope to raise $1,000 by
Christmas," said Tom Redrnon,
faculty advisor of the club. "I'm
real proud of them. They're very
enthusiastic about it."
Crosswy, band director
for more than 20 years, is
critically ill at Vanderbilt
Hospital in Nashville.
Redmon said the club is
planning a light bulb sale, a
Thanksgiving dance, a sale of
school pennants and other
projects to benefit the fund. Other
groups wishing to join in the fund
are invited to contact the Key
Club president, Pate McCartney.
Dates of the fund-raising
projects are to be announced
soon.
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State's New
Magazine
Wins Awar

DOLLAR
DAY
SPECIALS

BIG
Input Kentucky, the State'I
'on
year-old industrial promots
magazine, topped the field 'as
recent competition of publie
relations periodicals.
Sixteen states were represented in the literature awards
competition at the 24th ann ual
conference of the Southern InJustrial Development Cou cil
in St. Louis, Nov. 1-4. InPut
Kentucky took best in class in
the category of periodicaLs of
public relations nature.
The quarterly magazine is a
four-color, slick-surface magaLine published for the Dep rtment of Commerce by the Department of Public Information
It does not carry advertisin
Commenting on Input Kentucky, Governor Louie B. Nuan,
said, "The Nation is learn ng
that Kentucky is the state t at
is really going after induairy.
Paul Grubbs and the commeroe
staff are to be congratulated or
their insight in developing this
magazine, and Jim Host and his
Public Information staff ha ve
done a terrific job in makiag
the idea work for us.'
"The idea of the magazine,"
explains Executive Editor Harold Finley, "is to tell about
•
Kentucky's potential for in
rial development. Kentucky as
an abundance of natural resources, a good labor supply,
and a very favorable emu°rate
climate for developing ind ustrim. The State is going all out
to help new arid expanding industries; with Input Kentucky
we are letting people know
about it."
The magazine has two general target groups in it.e'circulation. "First, we want to get
the Kentucky story to manufacturers across the nation
said Editor Courtney Noe.
"Secondly, we want to k
Kentucky industrial devel p.
ment groups and Chambers of
Commerce aware of the services available from the State
to help stimulate industrial
growth in their areas. With Input Kentucky we reach beth
groups."
The State won awards on tw
cther publications at the sam
conference, according to Jam
Noland, assistant commission
of Commerce. Receiving go
ribbons for excellence were
Kentucky Directory of ManU
facturers, and the Danville I
dustrial Resources publication
both published by the Depart
nent of Commerce.

111;i+

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
ROOKS DATED

TERRY

BACK TC 1835

JUST& WONDERFUL
AQUA NET
SUDDEN BEAUTY
Reg, Or Super Hold

2

I Lb. Box
Big K REQ. 73c

HOME
PERMANENT

Or

GALA PAPER TOWELS

Hundreds To Choose From

..,01

2 FOR$1.00
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

DISHWASHING LIQUID

FA00

3

ONLY

CHOICE
AUTOMATIc WE AVING MACHINE

$300

By Mattel

DOCTOR DOLITTLE

INCREDIBLE EDIBLES

Supple Suede split leather uppers
•Rugged canvas lining
•Thick molded sole
•Sizes: 7-12 (Imported)
•Color: In Tan

ONLY

Reg. 55.66

-

ROLL UP SLEEVE

Slick, slim vinyl uppers
stretch to contour fit
Full length Zipper
Chunky heel, squared toe

Girls Sizes:
/31 -12. 12%2 -3

Big K Reg $1.77-2.,66

Womens:

''We simply cannot allow
supersonic airliners to assault
the peace and quiet of millions
of Americans just so a few jet
setters can get where they're
going a few hours faster,"

SIZES 32-38
THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR LAYAWAY AT BIG K

WEEKDAYS 9-9
NDAY 1-6
a

1.

We gladly exchange or refund any

ltscn .60tp kt at B.

$500

$4°°
Blacx or White

In Prints & Solids

TEMPERATURE by "remote
control- is the accomplishment of this new device dem
onstrated in Southampton,
England. by Sister inursel
Girvin..and -patient" Gillian
Ashby. It is on infra - red
Reuss said. He said his bill
thermonieter
and takes temwould bar overland flight until
perature. by means of rays
Health,
the
Education and .
Welfare Department was satis- emitted by the skin. Anyone
tied the 1,800 mile an hour who's"..ever been awakened
at 7) a.m. for tHe thermomemet
plane
tuterabie noise
.
ter in. ..a iu_ eltigna.L.realize
leueks.
how welcome it van be.

$300

FASHION BOOTS

ONE GROUP OF LADIES

Sizes: Womens to 10
Reg. $3.99

E00

Big K Reg. $5.99

By Mattel

SUEDE
BOOTS
•

WASHINGTON (UPI) — R ep.
Henry S. Reuss, D-Wis., plans
to introduce a bill today to bar
the supersonic airliner from
overland flights unless the
vernment can show the sonic
m will not "harm or annoy
le on the ground."

••

$

QUICK HAIR SETTING KIT

By Kenner

TO INTRODUCE BILL

t

FOR

$300

AUTOMATIC KNITTING MACHINE

Talking Hand Puppet
Big K Reg. $4.97

Am flammable liquids, such as
cleaning fluids, kerosene and
paintlitinner, stored out ol
doors in proper conteMors?

18 to a Box

Christmas Cards
Christmas Paper 26" X 6 2/3"Roll Packs

SWEET-HEART

Reg. $11.88

AQUA yEetvA
3 FOR 1.00
2
2 FOR
.MentFr

-EUVIC-Reg•-84c

UAKE
STATE

By Kenner

SILICONE LATHER

HUNTING ARROWS

' . -,-,'::

ZOOM-LOOM

2/$1

BIG PEARSON
28" Matched Cedar

MOTOR 011..,

3 FOR13 00 r

RECORDS

2 Fors1 00

QUAKER STATE H.D.

32 Oz. Size
Big K Reg. 37c

3
STEREO FIDELITY

Big K Reg. 88c

jurril-ba:gReolls $1S00

-•

2/$1

SOMETHING ELSE

KLEENEX

20 or 30 -Weight
Big K Reg. 38c

LIBRARY BOOKS
2500 To Choose From

BOUNTY

3

OLD

POTATO CHIPS

Big K Reg.

oyPOSES SEE1,1Gr.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Department says it
State
"strongly opposes" service by
American citizens in fore
military armed forces, incl
tog those of Israel.
In a statement, the depar
meat said such service
raise very "serious questio
for the United States in the
conduct of its foreign relae
Hons." There are between
and 80 U.S. citizens in the
Israeli armed forces.
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"Little Sun" Is Name For Special Camp
For Children With Respiratory Illness

polyclinic
on the grounds.
Children under three years get
Thursday, November 13
special nurses, said the direcThe Blankenship Circle of the
tor, as she led our group
U.S.S.R.
(UPI)
LENINGRAD,
Pleasant
United
Grove
South
- The Russians call it Solnysh- through classrooms where little
Methodist Church will meet in
ko, which means "Little Sun," ones were staging folk games
the home of Mrs Bob Hill at
and the Western visitor cannot especially for their guests and
seven p.m.
•••
help being impressed at this on out to the spacious grounds
example of how the Soviets which are a veritable fairyland
The badies of the Calloway
care for their young in a child- for exploration and the healing
County Country Club will have
outdoors,
oriented land.
a potluck supper at the club
at 8:30 p.m. Mrs. Howard KoenSolnyshko is a special camp The camp takes the children
parent for the
the
en is chairman of the hostessfor special children, operated from
Members of Chapter M of the
es. All members are urged to
the year round for those with duration of treatment, Parents
permitted a
are
PE. 0 Sisterhood were enterattend.
respiratory ailments like the officially
• ••
tamed at a luncheon on Saturaftermath of pneumonia, monthly visit, but unofficially,
The South Murray Hornemalt day in the home of Mrs. Henry
bronchitis, chronic colds, Not the director said, most of them
ens Club will meet at the home McKenzie. Out-of-town memfor tuberculosis victims, offi- come each weekend and many
of Mrs. Brent Manning, Audo- bers present were Mrs. James
cials assured a group of women help in maintenance of the
DEAR ABBY - Rudy works for a large company,
and as
bon Drive, at 10:00 a.m. Each Berhow and Mrs. Edward Nun.
visitors from the United States. grounds and buildings. On a
you know there is a pecking order in all
companies. The
nelee, both of Mayfield.
one is to bring a sack lunch
children go to another birthday, there is a party for
Those
chairman of the board is apple-polished
•• •
Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer, vice
by the vice
the child and parents may
special camp.
presidents, the vice presidents are apple
A shower for Mr. and Mrs president of the Chapter, pre-polished by the
thousand children from spend the whole day. In turn, a
Two
department heads, the department heads are apple
Wesley Russell and four chil- sided during the business meet-polished
two years of age on through parents' representative checks
by the buyers, and so on down the line.
dren will be held at the Rus- ing. It was announced that Mrs.
kindergarten roam the rolling, the children daily.
sell's Chapel United Methodist H. C. Becker, of Lexington, KenWell, whenever Rudy's company has a party,
There's never any spanking
partially wooded 284 acres of
they have
Church at seven p.m. The fam- tucky State Organizer for the
an orchestra and dancing. Rudy is a very
It is ruled out in the Soviet
Solnyshko,
one
located
good dancer, but I
about
ily lost their home and contents Sisterhood, would be a guest
never get to dance with him. He spend: the
hour's bus drive from Lenin- system.
entire evening
at the December 6th meeting
by fire on Friday night.
dancing with his bosses' wives, so the bosses will
grad and partially paralleling
•••
be free to
dance with all the cute young things. Rudy
the Bay of Finland so that
Mrs. Olga Freeman and Mrs.
says I am not to
complain because this is "legitimate apple
there is a beach for summer
The Welcome Wagon New- Alfred Lindsey presented the
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Carter
-polishing," which
is a part of his job
fun.
comers Club will meet at the program on two of the educatMr. and Mrs. Edward R. Carter celebrated their golden
Now I'm all for Rudy making points with his
Little Sun, in its sixth year,
Community Center at 7:30 p.m. ional projects of P. F.. 0. Mrs.
bosses, but do
Hostesses will be Mesdamei Freeman gave the history of wedding anniversary with an open house at their home on Sun- draws children from all over
you think if's fair for him to leave me
sitting all evening
Leningrad, the U.S.S.R.'s se.
John White, Carl Harrell, Bill the Educational Loan Fund day, November 9, from one to five o'clock in the afternoon.
.while he dances with the bosses' wives?
RUDY'S WIFE
Sixty-seven persons attended the celebration and the couple cond largest city (3.6 million)
Egnor, end Rex Galloway.
which began in 1904 with funds
•• •
DEAR WIFE: Rudy doesn't need polished apples
remaining from the P. E. 0. received three telepone calls and others sent gifts.
and is the largest of several
for all
The couple was married November 9, 1919 by John Glasse() such camps in the Soviet Union.
the applesauce he's giving you. NO man
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority Day celebrated at the St. L0111.9
should dance with
will meet at the Woman's Club Exposition. By 1919 chapters at Wiswell with the witnesses being Mr. and Mrs. John Glasse°. Leningrad's damp climate is
another woman unless his own wile is
MARION, Ky., Nov. 12-Haroccupied. IA little
Mrs. Carter is the former Idella Warren, daughter of Dix- one reason so
and members had contributed
House at 8:30 p.m.
many city ley Hilliard, 64, Marion Rt. 2,
"henpecking" could have a legitimate place in
this peeking
•••
to the fund so that it reached on and Martha Jane Warren who lived near Stella. He was the children develop respiratory was killed in a one-vehicle acciorder.I
The Westside Homemakers more than one hundred thous- ion of Elige David Carter and Martha Cotham Carter who resid- diseases, said Ladna Porfiriev- dent near here at 5:45 p.m.
Club will meet at the home of and dollars. Fifty years later ed near Lynn Grove.
na, the camp's director.
Tuesday.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 65-year-old woman,
The golden anniversary couple now live near Lynn Grove
Mrs. Alvin Usrey at 12:30 p.m. it has reached well over a milnever married
54
In
buildings
all,
including
The accident occurred 1.2
and just retired. I have taken care of an
• ••
kion dollars and more than on Farmington Route Two. Their children are James Elmo Car- regular classrooms, toy-filled miles west of Marion on U.S. 60,
older ailing sister
who died eight weeks ago.
The Hazel Woman's Club will eight million dollars has been ter of Mayfield Star Route, Andy Duel Carter of Detroit, Mich., playrooms, dormitories, kitch- according to Kentucky state poI was so lonesome, I went to a store and
meet at the club room at seven loaned from this revolving fund and Clyde Orr Carter of Bellville, Mich. They have eight grand- ens and special rooms for lice reports. Hilliard was alone
bolight myself
a beautiful large doll. I set her in the chair
to girls seeking an education. children and three great grandchildren.
p.m.
dressing for winter or summer In his pickup truck when he lost
and I sometimes
•••
Mrs. Freeman 'outlined some of
talk to her.
sports make up the facilities. control of the vehicle for unpolicies
new
the
of
the
Board
The Dorothy Group of the
I am worried. Is anything wrong with me?
Little Sun is tree to parents, known reasons and ran off the
Why did I buy
First Baptist Church WMS will of Trustees administering the
a doll at my age? Should I give it away
but costs the state 2.5 million north side of the road, police
or just let it set
meet at the home of Mrs. Rob- Fund.
there? Thank you.
rubles ($1,775,000) a year to said.
Mrs. Undsey told of the work
WORRIED
ert Fox at 9:90 a.m. Mrs. Eti•
operate, said Mrs. Porfirievna.
The truck overturned, and the
Michael
Mrs.
and
(j.g.)
Q.
of
Lt.
E.
P.
through
its
Interipgebe Tarry will be
.
DEAR WORRIED: You bought a doll at
Children
admitted
was crushed, killing the drivtop
are
on
your age
daughter,
Kalittle
and
Fahey
tional Peace Seholarships whin
because you wanted one. And there is nothing
wrong with
•••
Newport, Rhode Island, recommendation of a special er, reports showed.
were instituted for foreign stuof
thy,
A
special "Craft Fair" was
that. But you really should get out a little
State Trooper Jerry Adams
more, see people,
dents following World War II. held at the meeting of
were the weekend guests of medical commission and rethe The
and perhaps team up with a companion.
anywhere
from
six was the investigating officer.
grandmothers. Mrs. Greg main
their
Too much solitude
Students
receiving
grants
unta Department of the Murray
Friday, Nevembor 14
can be depressing.
*Hilliard is. _survived _ by his
--Miller and Mrs. Isaac L. Clan,.mOtIths to a
The North Murray'Homemak- der this project have number- Woman's Crulf on Monday, NoThe tots are divided Into wife, Marie Hilliard of Marion:
Fahey family will be
The
ton.
ed
nearly
a
thousand
coming
vemb4r
10, at seven-thirty o'ers Club will meet at the home
groups according to age and ane son, James Hilliard of
stationed in Chicago,
DEAR ABBY In our office there is a girl who
of Mrs. Ivan Outland, 509 South to the United States and Can- clock in the evening at the club now
has been
where U. Fahey will be on are cared for by a staff of 50- Evansville, Ind.: one daughter.
ada
to
study
in
232
colleges,
"single" ever since the death of her husband two
house.
13th
Street,
at
1:30
p.m.
years ago.
(D.E. — 708) some per group. In all, there Mrs. Herbert Kelly of Cincinnati,
from seventy-four countries or
• ••
The boss lost his wife about a year ago, and
Mrs. Robert Hopkins was the the USS-Tarle engineering
these two have
of- are 20 doctors, 142 nurses, 138 Ohio; two sisters, Mrs. Belvia
where he is an
political
divisions.
coordinator
been very chummy ever since. They've even
for
Saturday, November 15
the fair in
taken out-ofteachers, a dentist and a Holloman of Marion and Mrs
ficer.
The
next
meeting
of
Chaper
which members brought item'
A bake sale will be held in
town trips together just like married folks, and have
• ••
Monvel Ford of Providence
recently
front of Big K in the Bel Air M will be in the home of Mrs. of clothing, stitchery, painting,
announced to the surprise of no one] that
Ivie Sadler of Murray Route
Hugh Oakley with Mrs. William knitting, flowers, crewel work,
three brothers, Bernie Hilliard
they are
Shopping
Center
and in front
"engaged" to be married!
Three has been dismissed from
of Marion. Roy Hilliard of Chiof Belk's on the west side of Wood as the assisting hostess needle point, and other hobbies
A large wedding is planned and I have
the Western Baptist Hospital,
It is scheduled at 12:00 noon or crafts.
cago, Ill., and Bennie Hilliard
heard that all
the
court
square
starting
at
of us in the office will be invited. How can I
20.
of Apple Valley, Calif., and four
Demonstrating the way to Paducah.
tactfully turn
nine a.m. The sale is sponsored on Thursday, November
•••
••
down this wedding invitation? 1 don't care to attend
sr,rardchildren.
e Jantasy flowers and .0
by Murray Assembly No. la
the
Tillman Weaver of Murray
evaideing of people who have lived in
Funeral services will be at 2
decorate cakes was Mrs. Harold
sin for a whole year.
Order of the Rainbow for
patient
o.m. Thursday at Hunt's FuEversmeyer. Mrs. Ken Adams Route Five has been a
Girls.
INDIGNANT
HospiBaptist
• ••
neral Home. Burial will be in
and Mrs. Ben Trevathan de- at the Western
DEAR INDIGNANT: Simply decline. You
tal, Paducah.
the Mapleview Cemetery.
monstrated acrylic painting.
are not
•••
expected to explain why. P. S. You could be wrong
By United Press International
Friends may call at the fuMrs. Cliff Campbell, departabout this
The Captain Wendell Oury
"sin" charge, you know. Are you "indignant"
Designer Chester Weinberg neral home after 6 p.m. today.
ment chairman, u-esided. Mrs.
enough to quit
chapter of the DAR will meet
working for this "sinner!" If not, why not!
describes clothes in his spring
for luncheon at the Triangle
Mrs. Conrad H. Jones was Harold Beaman reported on the
1970 collection as "very gay,
Inn at 12 noon with Mrs. Wes- hostess for the regular meeting birthday parties for the chilvery feminine, fragile, airy,
ley Waldrop and Mrs. Jessie of the Bessie Tucker Circle of dren in the special education
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LOST FAITH" IN CHICAGO
class at Austin School.
unconstructed." They are also
McNutt as hostesses.
Perhaps a lesson in "faith" can be best illustrated
the
Women's
Society
of
Christin this
The heiring committee chair•• •
trim, slim and agile - willowy
way:
ian Service of the First United
Miss Judy Pritchett, bride- long jackets over pullover shorts,
man, Mrs. Robert Carpenter, reA
rummage
sale
will
be
held
Methodist
Church held ThursA mother had just received word that her only
Brandon,
was
Roger
of
elect
son, a
narrowed, braidbound tunics
at the American Legion Hall day, November 11, at nine-thir- ported that the screening of the
bright, handsome man of 22. had been killed in Viet
children in the three Murray honored with a miscellaneous over pleated slips, dagger-thin
Nam.
from
eight
a.m.
to
two
pm.
ty
o'clock
in
the
morning
at
Her pastor tried vainly to console her in her grief.
shower on Thursday, November cardigan and caftan
coats over
sponsored by the Latter Day her home on Wells Boulevard. city schools is now in progrev
"Where was your God when my only son was killed?"
The group voted to bring 6, in the home of Mrs. Wilson pants and an open necked shirt.
Saints Church.
The meeting was opened with
Highway.
Benton
the
on
Gantt
she cried. "The same place He was when HLS only
* * *
•• •
a prayer from Peter Marshall's gifts for patients at Western
son was
Hostesses for the occasion
killed," the pastor quietly replied.
A gospel singing will be held Prayer book by Mrs. E. A. State Hospital to the next reA new simulated diamond
gular department meeting on were Mrs. Glenneth Wisehart,
at the Hazel Baptist Church Tucker.
Monday, December 8. This wiil Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., Mrs. costs $50 per carat, compared to
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It off
starting at seven p.m.
a price of more than $1000 per
be an open meeting with Mrs Buel Hargis, and Mrs. Gantt.
• ••
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 6E04. Los Angeles,
Cal.
Mrs. John T. Irvan, chairman, Olga Freeman as the guest
A theme of yellow and white carat for a natural diamond of
wee. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
presided over the business sess- speaker.
was used. The bride-elect's table similar color and quality. At a
envelope
Monday, NOV•Mber 17
ion. She announced that the
The meeting was opened with was overli.id with a white lin- luncheon during which the stone
The women of St. John's November general meeting will
2 reading "Prayer For Old Age" en cloth and centered with a was
introduced by Litton
Episcopal Church will meet at be held November 25 at 7:33
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
by Mrs. Ben Trevathan. Mrs. floral arrangement of yellow Industries and Saks Fifth
Keeps six to eight
the church at 7:30 p.m. with p.m. at the church. It will be
send S1 to Abby. Box 49700, Los Angeles, Cal. SOM.
Lee Tinsley, secretary, called and white mums.
Avenue, Cordon Franklin, head
Mrs. Kenneth Wetmore as hos- a special old fashioned ThanksMiss Pritchett, her mother. of Saks, said, "Never before have
the roll and read the minutes,
tem
giving service under the direc- and Mrs. Doris Nance, treasur Mrs. Harvey Pritchett, and the
Emergency
.
we seen a simulated gem which
•• •
tion of Mrs. Justin Stuart. The er, gave her report.
groom-elect's mother, Mrs. Mar- compares so closely to the
NEW YORK (UPI) - If a See?
The Penny Homemakers Club December circle meeting will
Refreshments of pumpkin pie shall Brandon, were presented natural diamond in fiery, blue
child chokes, turn his head and
Keeps better if refrigerated.
NEW YORK (UPI) - In will meet at the Holiday Inn at
joint meeting with the and coffee were served by the corsages of carnations by the
face down over your knees and Denmark, Europe's smiling ten a.m. with Mrs. Richard be a
white brilliance."
Maryleona Frost and Alice Wat- hostesses, Mrs. Harold Beaman, hostesses.
55*
forcefully hit his back betweer dairyland, a part% without Armstrong as hostess.
ers Circle at the parsonage.
Games were played with the
Mrs. Earl Warford, Mrs. Jamei
• ••
shoulder blades in an effort tc cheese is no party at all.
This enables you to get
winners being Mrs. Danny BranRogers, and Mrs. Paul Lynn.
Exercises and calorie-cutting
propel the object from au
Tuesday, November le
There are dozens of different
•
•
•
In completing the two years
whipping cream weeks adon and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr. ought to be on deck for all who
windpipe. If he can breathe types of cheese -- all with their
The Calloway County A.180e!- work of the circle, members
Mrs. Gerald Driver won the have a little flab around the
head for the time when you
however, do not attempt thii own garnishes. Traditionally, iation for Retarded Children voted to make contributions to
door prize. Each one presented middle. That is, if one is to look
maneuver.
they're served with hearty' wines, will meet at Robertson School work with American Indians,
may need it.
their prize to the honoree.
well in - or even be able to wear
The tip is from the first aic pungent aquavit or fragrant dark at 7:30 p.m. All members and the Reelfoot Rural Ministry,
Thirty guests were present or -- the tight bodiced dresses being
anyone interested are invited end to the Church Landscaping
chart of the American Academy ale.
sent gifts
ordered up by many of
to attend.
of Pediatrics.
•••
fund.
America's trend-setting designers
Mrs. Max Farley opened her
for spring.
The program closing the
* * *
home for the meeting of the Hit the Books
week of prayer and self-denial
NEW YORK (UPI) Suburban Homemakers Club
Among
the
scene-making new
was a litany, "Let The Earth
held on Monday, November 10, Students who get the best grade hairdos for spring: hair upswept
Bring Forth", which was led
and
learn the most in college are
seven o'clock in the evenand coiled into a tight knot at
by Mrs. James Weatherly and at
usually the ones who were
ing.
the top of the head. It's really a
Mrs. Irvan lifting up quick
library users in high school,
throwback to grandma's day. In
glimpses of the projects for
The devotion, "Strength For studies have shown.
the spring showing of Oscar de la
which the prayer and self-deOther studies indicate that
Daily Needs", with her scripRenta, all the models sported
nial offering will be used. At
ture from Psalms 18:1-2 was high school youngsters who use such a hairstyle,
conclusion
of
the
program
the
designed this
their
library
the
most
are
those
given by Mrs. Farley. Members
time by Suga.
an offering was taken.
answered the roll call on things who got the habit in grammar
*
*
*
Refreshments were served
to be thankful for at this time school. "It's no wonder, then,
Pablo did makeup for the
from the dining room table
that most educators agree that
f year.
to the twelve members present.
Oscar de Is Renta show, lie's on
you
need a good library to teach
•• •
Mrs. Dwayne Spencer a n d reading today," says William J. the Elizabeth Arden staff in New
'4
Mrs. Gene Roberts presented Worrell, founder of the Pilgrim York. Blue or blue-green shadow
the major lesson on "Purchase Book Society which was formed was swept across the total eye
-a
Help wanted
area, including the bridge of th
Area Heritage".
NEW YORK (CP11
11 years ago to promote good
The colder you whip it. the
nose, ending squared off right at
Landscape notes on how to reading.
Businesses large and small are
the temple
oetter results you get. Chill
Looked lik
looking for secretaries and care for winter plants and insomeone had painted o
the bowl and the whipping
clerical workers in just about door plants were given by Mrs. Hazardous
m in i-glasses.
Leon Adams.
cream, but do not freeze.
every city in the nation.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
The Institute of Life
- Smoking in bed is banned at
Insurance says this is the case
Those present were Mes- the Philadelphia Veterans Question
BUY AND STORE WEEKS
despite a decade of automation dames Max Farley, 0. J. Jenn- Administration Hospital. But
NEW YORK CPI )
Don
and computerization. The fact ings, Varro Clark, Harry Rus• some patients are sliding under
Loper. internationally -known
IN ADVANCE
of the matter is: modern sell, Perlie McClure, Leon the bed covers to sneak a puff. Beverly
Hills. Calif.. designer.
Mindful of the saying that says
technology has found no Adams, Holmes Dunn, Lenith
police couldn't arrest
substitute for a woman who can Rogers, Robert Hendon, Dwayne "where there's smoke, there's
anyone for nudity during the
Spencer,
and
Gene
Roberts.
take dictation, quickly type a
fire,'' officials are issuing
All EYES ON THE MOON Apollo 12 astronauts Richard Gordon !left) and Alan L. lic.n
The next meeting will be a fire-retardant pajamas. The ban famed Woodstock Rock Festival
letter, keep a boss's calendar.
"When you have two pound-,
stand ‘vithi their families in Houston. Tex., before liftoff for the Moon. The Gordon family
take phone' calls, make a Christmas dinner at six p.m. on on smoking remains, despite the
of dirt on you, you can't be
it‘ comprised of wife Barbara and children Carleen, 15; Richard, 14; Thomas, IV; Lawrence,
Monday,
December
at
8,
the
pleasant impression on office
fact that the 15,000 pairs of new
considered nude -- even though
11:
home of Mrs. Robert Hendon, filmaji
_ Nines.and James. P. The (leg is Sophie,‘Vitii_nean are hia_elfeltucakieskje_;Aine__„.... visitors and b&..what
•COMp8i,/ly
_tle
Jepla
.sed
ithere'; itc,
OW.
•-etwelyinr,- ran
Sue. 6. and son Clay. 13.
employers call "girl Friday."... urgt-Waltfrop
standard
andard cotton ones.
he asked.
Grade "A" Division
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor

-peat-41311
,

Sisterhood Chapter
Has Luncheon Meet
At McKenzie Home

Make 'points' with
your wife too!

Golden Anniversary

1

By Abigail Van Buren

R.

Crittenden
Man Killed
In Crash

wader.

"Craft Fair" Held
At Monday Meet
Theta Department

program

PERSONALS

year. _,

Mrs. Conrad Jones
Opens Home For
Circle Meeting

FASHIONETTES

Miss Pritchett Is
Honored At Shower
At Gantt Home

Long
Life
WHIPPING
CREAM

weeks on the shelf.

Mrs. Max Farley
Hostess For Meet
Suburban Club

Foil Lined Carton

Ryan Milk

CROSSII
ACROSS

1 Novelty
4 'rolls
8.City in Nevada
12-Exist
13 Heraldic devici
14.Verve
15-Sodium chionc
16.Disseminate
18.Woody plants
20-F•st owe
21-Symbol for
tantalum
22-Lamprey
23-Young gin

.77.11etore
29-13itter vetch
30-Pertaining to
punishment
31.Note of scale
32,Shallow vessel
33-Possesses
34-Symbol for
iron
35.Wid•awake
37 Lad
38 Gave food to
39 Simple
40 Stitch
41 Cooled lava
42 Fiber plant
44-Showy Rower
47-Critical
Si -Hostelp
52-Listen to
ss-cootury plant
54-Period of
time
5-Girl's name
56-Part of
alleT•ri

57-Communist
DOWN
1 Swift
2-Sandarac
tnae
3-Slot. out
4-Dudes
5-05 mistaken
6 Encomiums
7 Part of
flower
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53,000, is an integrated city Massisive monicker
which has a law banning ''for
DETROIT (UPI)--The longest
sale" signs on lawns.
name in the world probably be.Mrs. James K. Richter, a
longed to the daughter of a 196
housewife, says the
century laundryman.
corporation's services "are open
According to
"Facts anti
to all, as principal effort has
Fancies for the Curious,- pubbeen to demonstrate that white
lished by the Gale Research Co..
families do continue to rent and in
1883 one Arthur Pepper,
buy in an integrated
laundryman, named his newborn
community."
daughter Anna Bertha Cecilia
She said that UCRS has
Diana Emily Fanny Gertrude
helped place more than 400. Hypatia
Inez Jane Kate Louisa
families in University City since Maud
Nora Ophelia Quince
June 1968.
Rebecca Sara 'Teresa Ulysses
For families looking for Venus Winifred
Xenophon Yetty
homes, UCRS says, "try Zeus Pepper.
us . . no-charge, non-profit
One name for every letter of
service to help you locate in the alphabet.
University City."
* * *

St. Louis (UPI) — An
interracial, non-corporation of
local citizens has been in
operation in suburban University
City, finding homes for families
The corporation's name is
known by initials — UCRS —
University City Residential
Service, with headquarters in the
Midland Presbyterian Church
Education Building in University
City.
Willis Crenshaw, St. Louis
Football Cardinal running back,
Dean Ira J. Hirsch of Washington
University, Dean Robert S.
* * *
Bader, University of Missouri at
Slugging
Yas
St. Louis, and doctors,
businessmen and housewives are
(UPI)—Carl
10 isToN
among those who volunteer their Yastrzeinski of the Boston Red
services.
Sox was the only American
A UCRS spokesman said, League hitter to better .300 in
"we've been working hard for 1%8, leading the I eague with a
three yeark to help people find .301 average.
homes in University City when
many real estate agents were
Dairy sour cream mixed with
encouraging white home buyers ketchup or
chili sauce makes a
to look elsewhere."
quick salad dressing or dunk for
University City, population vegetable sticks.

crInnkIng

ly

TIMES —

Home
finders

11

the children
t for the
ant. Parents
ermitted a
unofficially,
nost of them
d and many
nce of the
tings. On a
a party for
arents may
Ir. In turn, a
ttive checks

&

No head man
CHICAGO (UPI)-Urugitay
does not have a president or
prime minister. 90 orld Bovk
Encyclopedia says the little
nation is headed by a nine-man
national council.

The leader
BERKELEY, Calif. (CPO-The university which contributes

more volunteers to the Peace
Corps than any other school is
the University of California Campus at Berkeley.

PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES
A complete line America's qual
ity built hydraulic and hydraulic!
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms Capacities: 3,600
to 36.000 pounds

%1 hat's in a name?
BRIDGETOWN,
Barbados
(UPI)-Barbadat,the easternmost
of the Caribbean islands, is also
the most Anglicized But the
name is Portuguese.
The island was discovered by
the Portuguese who named it
"Barbados
or "Barbudos("Bearded Ones-)because of the
beard-like vines on the island's
fig trees.

.4•••••••...
0
Mono* Spam.

OMARK

Howard Henderson
South Fulton, Tenn
901/479-2517

ROAD BUILDERS
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
285 Eau Coihoun Si —mernphis, Tennessee
Highway 51, South—Onion City, Tennessee
litsish.soy 45, South — Corinth, MissisePPI

situate by wiisen Woolley

The Wonder of Autumn
A BOUQUET OF BURNISHED LEAVES is fashioned on a golden
autumn day by the tiny hands of 5-year-old Cheryl Johnston during
a tour of the Murray„State University campus with her kindergarten
playmates. The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Johnston, she attends
the Sigma Kindergarten sponsored by the Murray Women's Club.

ay. 12—HaraHon Rt. 2,
vehicle acci: 5:45 p.m.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

8 Feasts
9 Guido's high
note

1 Novelty

10 Mans
8-City in Nevada
12-Exist
13 Heraldic device
14-Verve
15-Sodium chloride
16.Disserninate •
18 Woody plants
20-Festive
21 Symbol to,
tantalum
22-Lamprey
23-Young girl
27-Bifore
29-Bitter vetch
30-Pertaining to
punishment
31-Note of scale
32-Shallow vessel
33-Possesses
34-Symbol for
iron
35-Wideawake
37-Lad
38-Gave food to
39-Simple
40-Stitch
41-Cooled lava
42-Fiber plant
44-Showy flower
47-Critical
51 -Neste&
52-Listen to
53-Century plant
54-Period of
time
5-Girl's name
56-Part of

ned, and the
ing the drivwry Adams
4 officer.
vtd_ by his
of Marion:
Hilliard of
ie daughter.
if Cincinnati,
Mrs. Belvia
n and Mrs
Providence
nie Hilliard
lard of Chinie Hilliard
if., and four

will be at 2
Hunt's Fuwill be in
!tery.
at the fup.m. today.

C111110,11
57-Communist

DOWN

ig

1 Swift
2-Sandarac
tree
3-Strike out
4-Dudes
5-Be mistaken
6-Encomiums
7-Part of
flower

nickname

11 Plumber
17 Mans
nickname

19 Babylonian
deity
22 Sea eagle
24 Indefinite
article
25 Secure
25-Winter
vehicle
27 Kind of
cheese
28-Part in play
29 Dine
30-Remuneration‘
32 Make reedy

33 In what
manner

Spray aids x-rays
. MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UPI)—In-

Answer to 'irsterdays Puzzle

spired by hair sprays and aerosol
anesthetics, two
Tennessee
College of Medicine radiologists
have devised an aerosol technique
for spraying contrast materiA
into a patient's windpipe and ittx
subdivision within the lung as the
first step M an x-ray procedure,
for diagnosing diseases of the
trachea and bronchus. Using a
barium sulfate suspension in Ian
erosol atonitzer,-.--Dr. -Tr:-H.
ohnson, Jr., and Dr. W. J.
owland tested their technique
n animals before employing it
n human patients.
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35 Teutonic
deity

37-Hunting dog

44 ,
r igh cards
45 Iregmcl
46 Peruse

47 The Uflil
48-Number

38-Parent
40-Take
unlawfully

41-Conjunction
43 Pronoun

49-Hurried
50 Electrified
particle
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Historic site
SAN JUAN, P.R. (UPI)-The
site where U.S. troops landed on
the south coast of Puerto Rico
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Automatic WASHER

irlbrinetH SpinisfiAinFrican War

is called Guanica. The
largest sugar plantation and sugar
mill on the island are located
there.
in 1898
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Reg. Price
209.95

Spanish population rise
MADRID (UPI)-There were
32.7 million Spaniards at the end
of 1968. Population experts say
there should be 33.5 million by
the end of 1970. The five largest
Spanish cities are Madrid, with
more than 3 million inhabitants,
followed by Barcelona. Valencia,
Sevilla and Zaragoza

SING

o eight
e shelf.

1 it

Reg. Price
134.95

SAVE TIME AND DETERGENT! Big siie lets
you titt lesser loads
wash cycles and
temperatures gives sou perfect action for
evers thing you wash. c' i.e

* * *

13

nona-,teri8ib.capacity
-h--Electric DRYER

18 lb.Capacity

b-Hip

HAVE THE CONVENIENCE OF AUTOMATIC
DRYING I Extra large eapacit. usith
.cles. Automatic safety shut-off. 'CA6'

SAVE 4590 WHEN YOU BUY BOTH
BUY THE WASHER
N, AND THE DRYER

Reg. Price
34490

$299

N COOKWARESET
Free!7-Pc.TEFLO
WITHPURCHASEOFANYRANGE

frIgerated.
ou to get
weeks a

limp!limiter

when you

36"GAS

•

idti Alt

terve

RANGE
Sale Price

Tm

Quasar

174"

-

COLOR TV

by MOTOROLA

Ft ELECTRIC TIME OF
DAY CLOCK
* 4-HOUR TIMER

WITH THE WORKS IN A DRAWER
23" picture, measured diagonally; 295 sq. in.
illustrated in simulated demonstration

-arton

* APPLIANCE OUTLET
* TOP FRONT CONTROLS
* LIFT-UP PORCELAIM TOP
* CHROME SPILL TRAYS
* RECESSED COOKING SURFACE
* LIFT OFF OVEN DOOR

Call Us For

hip it. the
get. Chill
whipping
freeze.

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION

E WEEKS

Serving Murray, Hazel and Puryear

• OVEN LIGHT
* AUTOMATIC OVEN LIGHTING
• PORCELAIN BROILER
PAN AND GRID
* STORAGE COMPARTMENT
• LOW TEMP (140 ) OVEN
114
* LEG LEVELERS

Factory Authorized Service
Good Stock of Used TVs and Rotors

CE

HAZEL T.V.

4ilk

WAYLAND PERRY - OWNER

PHONE 02-071
-

USE YOUR CREDIT

CITASCO

35 0

MON. - THURS.9 a•m• - 8 P•m
FRI. - SAT.9 a.m. - 9p.m.
SUNDAY 1 p.m. -5 p.m.

FREE with
any Range

IDEAL

FOR BRIDES AND HOMEMAKERS! New avocado

Tenon II interior. Includes: l -qt
it Ii glaws
saucepan with cover, 2-qt. saucepan with cover. 41
/
2-qt.
Fhiti h °vein And
Fr% pan %sill) cover.'-

C0101 us

YOUR CHOICE OF
GAS OR ELECTRIC
terns,MALster

30-GALLON

WATER HEATER
YOUR
CHOICE

59"

(:orrosion-prool glass'lining and fiberglass insulation. Nlagnesitim amide
11111'
saints' shitat-olf 01--1- i

BEL - AIR SF)OPPING CENTER

USE OuR(As
CRFIIIT ON

SowitAsstincauto

PHONE 753-8391

OUR 470 STORES TO SERVE YOU!

a
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SEEN & HEARD . .

'AN INTERRUPTION'
A "temporary interruption"
was the phrase used by Gorr(Continued From Page One)
arnor Nunn Wednesday to "corturning into a world for man rect" an interviewer who referonly. We fear for wildlife in red to the Democrats' capture
general, even with the attempts of the mayor and county judge
of many organizations to con- officers as "an end" to Republiserve species, habitat, and feed- can rule in Louisville and Jefferson Counts.
ing areas.
The Governor, a Republican,
And now a brighter sides Did said he was "very pleased with
you ever see such improvement the results" in areas of the
"where we worked—spent
ir, a band as was evidenced
Tuesday in the Calloway Coun- our time."
Asserting that in three key
ty High Band. We well remember when it was first organiz- races for the state senate, Reed. Mr. Singleton worked for publicans overcame substantsome years with it, then Mrs. ial Democratic registration ad.
Pigue really whipped it into vantages to win, he cited George
shape. Now Mr. Berry has it Plummer, Elliott, Greenup and
The band can well be proud of Lewis counties; Clyde Middleitself They marched well and ton, Kenton, and Ray White,
played as well as any band Warren, Edmondson, Grayson,
we've heard lately. The band is Ohio and Breckinridge.
somewhat small in numbers but
it is already twice the size it
used to be. A good band and CANDIDATE CONSOLATION
Republican Edith Stanley,
one of which we can all be
first woman county attorney of
proud.
Jefferson County and believed
A pert young miss walking to be the first woman nominatdown the street wearing a sweat ed for circuit judge by a mashirt with the word "Insomir.a jor political party in Kentucky,
Cures Snoring". You really had a preconceived consolation
can't argue with the end re- for losing the first chancery
sult, however the means leaves judgeship to incumbent Democrat Marsoiley Smith.
something to Jae desired.

Regents

St

TIME

Communists

(Cont'Lued From Page One)
tion for students who are not
residents of Kentucky.
He said ncanstate enrollment
has dropped sharply since the
rase. tuition rates, which amount
to about $500 more for a student who is not a resident of
Kentucky, have gone into effect.

THURSDAY — NOVEMBER 13, 1969

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Hospital Report

ADULTS 95
kill 71 Viet Cons on an off- NURSERY 8
shoot of the Son Thu Lou Riv- NOVEMBER 11, 1969
er.
ADMISSIONS
Among the dead were a Communist battalion commander
and a district political corn- Mrs. Kathleen Herndon and
Baby Girl, 608 So. 9th St., Murmissy.
Military
spokesmen
said ray; Mrs. Phyllis Linville, Rte.
South Vietnamese units lost two 1, Hardin Ky.; Mrs. Janice Smikilled and five wounded in the th, Rte 1, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs.
fight, with five of their Amer- Sandra Lovins and Baby Boy,
ican advisers also suffering Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs. Ola Watts,
wounds. Fifty-three Communist 911 Waldrop Dr., Murray; Thomas Nancy, Rte . 3, Murray; Edsuspects were seized.
Most of the American losses ward Chadwick, 113 13th St., Murin the northern battles came in ray; Dennis Brandon, Rte, 4,
two fights involving U. S. Mar Murray; Haller d Beane, 1300 Syines. The Leathernecks lost six camore, Murray; Mrs. Era Farkilled and 13 wounded. No guer- mer, 505 Vine, Murray; Baby
rilla casualties were reported in Girl Scott, Shady Oaks Tn. Crt.
the clashes.
No, 17, Murray; Mrs. Lorena
These battles comprised the Parks, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs.
heaviest combat in South Viet- Lottie Pendergrass, Rte. 1, Murnam's five northernmost pro- iray; Robert Crouch, Rte. 1, Murvinces, known as I Corps, since ray; William Harris, Rte. 5,
a series of battles along the
Murray; John Ramsey, Rte. 1,
Demilitarized Zone in Septem- Hardin; Mrs.
Flossie Hopkins,
ber.
318 No. 7th St., Murray; Mrs.
Military spokesmen reported
Rosie Lee, Rte. 3, Murray.
other fights in the Central
DISMISSALS
Viet cong
ann
l dorf
la
ngnadstrea
triall
Hiaiedni
ghDelta
Mrs. Mary Pruden, 501 So.
and North Vietnamese against 7th St., Murray; Mrs. Mavis
s of five South Viet- Fair, 7081/2 Payne St., Murray;
Allied losses
A
namese slain and nine wound- William Schroeder, Rte, 1, Dexter; Mrs. Cathy York and Baby
ed.
Guerrilla soldiers shelled 16 Girl, Rte. 8, Benton; Mrs. Arm
Allied targets during the night, Farrell and Baby Girl, Box 210.
including a Mekong Delta Army Univ. Station, Murray; Mrs. Dowhere three nna McKinney and Baby Boy,Rte.
civilians were killed and seven 5, Murray; Miss Tina Brittian,
wounded. Losses
elsewhere 416 No, 5th St., Murray; Miss
were reported light.
Patricia Denton, 518 Whitnell St.,
Four flights of B52 bombers Murray; Miss Deborah Galloway,
dropped 360 tons of bombs a- Rte, 2, Murray; Greg Smith,
long the Cambodian frontier 65 1401
Hart Hall, MSU, Murray;
to 72 miles north of Saigon James L. Gregory, 108 Broach
overnight in the continuing Ave., Murray; Mrs. Ola Mcraids against a North Vietns Clure , Kirksey; Clarence Romese buildup.
hwedder, 101 So. 14th St.,°Murray; William Burkeen, Rte, I,
Dexter; Mrs. Maudie Garrison,
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Louisa
Parker (Expired), 901 Poplar St.,
Federal Slate Market New s Murray; Howell W. Hopson (ExService 11-13-'69 Kerrsucky Pur- pired), Rte. 2, Cadiz.
'
1
chase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 970 Head, Barrows and
Guts25 cents Higher; Sows,
Steady to Strcng.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.75-28.25,
Few 1-2 $26.50;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $2525-25.75;
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $24.75-25.25;
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $24.25-24.75;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $21.50-72 50;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs $20•75-?l•50;
US 2-3 450-650 Nis $20.00-20.75.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

NEW YORK (UPI).- Stocks
opened easier today in moderate turnover.
In the absence of fresh
incentives analysts believe that
wander
the
market could
aimlessly, although they note
that some downward drifting
may develop due to concern
over this weekend's anti-war
march on the nation's capital.
Shortly after the opening, the
UPI marketwide indicator was
off 0.14 per cent on 321 issues
crossing the tape, There were
136 declines, and 94 advance's.
Lums Inc. eased lit to 24114
while Ling-Temco gave up% to
34%. Polaroid dipped 3/q to 140,
and Procter & Gamble la to
111¼.
Xerox lost 1,2 to 106, with
American Smelting down 3,a to
335,8. U.S. Smelting dipped % to
47/
1
2, and American Telephone
la to 52/
1
2 on a block of 12,000
shares.
In the steel group, Bethlehem
slipped Is to 291/8. U.S. Steel ROCKETEERs Garbed in their bulky space suits, the second
also lost 1/8 to 37%,
pair of Americans scheduled to collect rocks on the Moon
Among the electronics, Ge- Charles (Petel Conrad deft and Alan A. Bean----practicc
neral Electric gained I/8 to 84/
1
4, picking up rocks at Cape Kennedy while awaiting liftoff.
and Control Data 5:8 to 115.
RCA, however, gave up 141 to
automobiles.
401,2. IBM lost 11/2 to 3651/2.
The life we save may be our
Jersey Standard was un(Continued From Page One) neighbors' as well as our own.
changed at 64% in the oil
Sincerely,
group, but Atlantic Richfield and painting of School zone
Mrs. Joseph L Thompson
fell 3,4 to 99¼. Cities Service signs is inadequate if it doesn't
Rt. 1, Sherwood Forest
lost 1,4 to 471,2. Occidental prevent excessive speed past
Murray, Kentucky
gained I/4 to 2634 on a block of the school. A Stop sign would
force people to slow down.
38,100 shares.
NOW YOU KNOW
Du Pont fell 1% to 118 in the Death or injury to one of our
chemicals, while General Mo- children would affect our enby United Press International
tors dipped I s to '74% in the tire community. Please, let's
A night's sleep can only be
We
happen.
to
that
not
allow
motors. Chrysler fell 1,8 to 39%,
physically restful if the sleeper
and Ford 1,4 to 441 8. American parents must work together to rouses to
semiwakefulness 50 to
Motors also eased 1,4 to 11/
1
2. see that our children have all 60 times. This amounts to only
And
w
e
protection.
possible
The latter also traded a 20,000
must all question ourselves as 30 seconds in eight hours, howshare block at 111/2.
to how safely we drive our own ever.

Letter To Editor

SAVE'IT' 4
4-Ply NYLON CORD
• New LOW PROFILE for greater steering stability & longer mileage
New Dyno-Grip shoulders give better cornering, greater steering
control Si safety. Improved Chlorobutyl tubeless iiner fights flats due
to punctures & bruises.

TUBELESS
BLACK WALLS
18.95
21 95

7.50 7.753114

21.95

7.60 1.55.15
614

Brunswick P

ger Tire Guarantee

PERMANENT
ANTI-FREEZE

20"
22"

ROTATION
FREE MOUNTING

STARTING
CABLES
Attach to

2.46
2.63

Wheel Balancing 1.25

141 4711
TUBELESS
WHITEWALLS
RETREADS

Sale Price
act

From 1,800 feet.

18-Month Guaranteet
Highway Tread

$30

ta‘
"
Ni
o,3,_A

6 or I 2v6Ii.-8ft. cable. 15475.1

THERMOSTATS

FOR4
1

133

plus 39c to 48c Fed. Tax

Install when you change
anti-freeze. 22

GAL.

runpare with
1hr best!

PRESTONE. FARENETZIE
NEW ANTI-LEAK
FORMULA!

Chock

%" HEATER HOSE
Check sours now. 6-ft

FITS FOLLOWING SIZES:

12'

TUNE-UP Way
KITS
y dut%

7.75.14

6.00:14

700113

5.55.14

7.50.14

89'';
l

WINDSHIELD WAS/10R

12-Month Guarantee t

2 26

PLUGS

FOR

370

Sale
Price

137

plus 4.3r to 68r Fed Tn.
FITS FOLLOWING SIZES:

Y(111
.k rl
HIM a
better plug at an.
price- ‘-:"1 11 1 74.11-1

Frani /30fern
—
1131 OUR ASP
[Sin,r OR

5.15.14
1.50.14

TUBELESS
WHITEWALLS

ainglife SPARK

'wants, roue

THIS SpAULATED landing operation of Apollo 12 on the-Moon
gives you an idea what it is like (rem the Lunar module.
This is the Ocean cf Storms, and the configuration on thy'
surface is the 4nowman, as astronauts have dubbed it..

6.50.13

MUD & SNOW
RETREADS

21.110

RADIATOR HOSE

„Anti-Freese &Solvent
Our
Keep windshield clear in 77t
1 I C..
Low freezing weather 31.455
" Price I
FOR QUICK (01.0 YAMMER MAIM

The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestock industry of this area a strong boost. We need your
business and support and invite you to call 7535334 for top hog quotations

162
'
162
'
16"

Similar Savings on Whitewalls

'plus fed. To. 8 old bre

r..1 hazards ono dr.,. I., rh. ii, 04
OG.6.00.4
hoot,
as ow opoo0 ',mot o
theeolonol hood
o pea
lort ot. *Woo 0. otouto.no onto too P. weed
MAP MOM et Roo ••O.Re• 6RR. Rws too
orowtos0•401 ago* woo. ow tot o 0o'4000000. p4,*
reoloc• .1,
I/ Moo/ wows ow 0 1.-•
olto.onor -Itolos
Or tor.. •scl•ang• poor ion wo

Flexible neoprene

Prices Paid Today for Top Hbgs
No. 1
Grading No.3 No. 2
'26.25 '25.75 '25.50

6.70 7.75.15

7.10 11.2505

—
livestock Producers

A REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS

IIDanKANSAS
CE
Devine

30-Month Guarantee!'

another
iar's battery
to start a
tar.

Reelfoot Packing Co.. in conjunction with the Murray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
through the Merit System of buying hogs.

NEW YORI
Kern may log
the trainer's
on the practi.
spunky Ohio 5,
Is always real
game time on
Kern, with
porting cast th
back Mike P
Ohio State its
,over Rose
Purdue. We 11
Warriors by a
Michigan, al:
the Rose Bowl
the running 1
Pasadena by t
Wolverines get
week's clash
downing the Ha:
As the soul
game selection
how the othe
look:
Texas 35, Ti
— second-ranke
too long on ru
• Uclans
UCLA 28, 0
tune up for
crosstown rival
Penn State 2
The Nittany Lk
their defense.
Auburn 27,
Tigers are bovi.
Tennessee 28,
Volunteers hav
slow Archie Ma
Notre Dame
19— Irish leas
hospitality.
Stanford 33,
Jim Plunkett w
with flytoy Gar
Utah 27, Arts
bowl talk in Re
Missouri 27,
Tigers have mo
Arkansas 30,
• dist 14— R azor I
for Mustangs.
In othr gam(

By BILL

ATTENTION

BETTER HOG PRICES
COME TO MURRAY

By STEVE
UPI SIX

DEVINE (
MISSOU
FINES

BRUNSWICK Super Quality
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Ohio S
Toppi(

Today's
Stock Market

(Continued From Pogo One)

RACING DATES
Conflicts in racing dates between Kentucky's thoroughbred
and standardbred tracks next
year have been avoided by representatives of the two groups,
Chairman George E. Egger of
the Kentucky State Racing Commission said in announcing 224
days of thoroughbred racing for
1970, the same as this year.
"We have met with the members of the Trotting Commission and worked with them
many hours to get this done",
said Egger, "but it couldn't
have been accomplished without the cooperation of Churchill
Downs (Louisville).
"They have given up one
week of their fall meeting to
avoid conflict with the Lexington Trots, but we have added
She
toid
friends
while
in
the
Well, what a nice letter from
these days onto their meeting
Dr. Harry U. Whayne. Harry Kentucky Hotel awaiting elec- in the spring."
tion returns Tuesday that if she
and his family live at 8616
The Kentucky Derby will be
Acorn Circle, Vienna, Virginia lost "I'll just tell them I look May 2.
terrible
in
black
(judicial
robes)
221E10. All you folks remember
Harry. Keep this address in anyway."
case you intended to send him
and his family a Christmas card
or maybe just a hello card.
COMPUTER ON STRIKE
The Kentucky State Fair
Caine in last night after a meetBoard selected Aug. 20-29 as
ing starved to death. Literally
dates for the 1970 fair, formed
(Continued
From
Page
One)
we
hunger,
staggering with
a special corporation to promade our way to the refriger- tanks are designed to store mote its giant exposition centator to seek relief.
liquid hydrogen at 423 degrees er, and learned at its last meetbelow zero. The hydrogen fuels ing that the computer it leased
Kosher
of
package
Pulled out a
the ship's fuel cell electric last summer had stubbornly reSalami, a Garlic Dill -pickle and generators.
fused to process prize payments
one of those little round cheesThe vacuum heat barrier fail- from the,1969 fah'.
es entitled Bacon Cheese. All ed and the frigid hydrogen in
this with fresh crackers and we the tank began ‘to heat and
Donald Johnston, the fair's
returned to the latid of the lis. evaporate.
executive director, said the
ing in good form.
fastest
Engineers decided the
computer had choked up on the
way to correct the problem was tobacco payments, stumbled
idea
the
have
mar
- Now year
.to repiace the faulty tank-with
that a concoction of this sort is one from the Apollo 13 space- over the quarter horse show,
odoriferous. You know, you are craft The operation began and rim scared on the rabbit
right. If you eat something like Wednesday night. By nightfall prizes.
this then go out among people today, officials hoped to have a
it might be well to chew on full 28-pound load of hydrogen He added he had found a substitute for the computer—peosomething like a Cert, which as in the new tank.
you know contains a drop of
It was the first time in Amer. ple—that they would process
retysn, whatever that is and if lean manned spaceflight history the checks by hand, and should
that's the way you spell it.
, have them in the mail by Nov.
that astronauts had only on.
day in a month to be launch- 13.
We lust can't believe every- ed. Apollo 12's pilots started
thing we read, see or hear. For out with two launch days —
instance. On the TV this week Friday and Sunday — and a
lady had an enormous Tim- lending site on the moon's
• ber Wolf on a leash. She main. Ocean of Storms to match each
tnined that they were as docile day.
: as dogs and in fact acted much
But project officials decided
like dogs. That they are not Wednesday that Conrad and
or
:daogerous unless cornered
Bean — the two lending pilots
sunless you try to take food iv — were not trained well enough
s way from them. However in to attempt a pinpoint landing
:
.spite of her words and in spite on the alternate site. A pinof the fact that this huge beast point landing would be consid;did in fact seem docile, we hope ered to be within a half-mile of
:that we do not run into one in a given point. Apollo 11's piwild. It's not that we dis- lots were four miles off target
'
athe
F
believe her, or anything like in July.
that, it's just that we are scar. Pinpoint Landing Is Objective
'sod of Timber Wolves. If they
Achieving the pinpoint landtwill not corner us or try to ing is one of the prime objer
take our food away from us, lives of the Apollo 12 mission.
we hereby pledge that we will Mission planners want to prove
not try to corner them or try the moonship is capable of such
to bake their food away from accurate landings before tarthem.
geting Apollo 13 toward a har
From 4,000 feet.
der-to-reach and more interest.
Mg site in March.
Donnelly said if Apollo 12 is
postponed until December the
Cars and babies
(UP!)-- launch of Apollo 13 astronauts
AMSTERDAM
Lovell, Thomas K.
Holland, with 12.5 million in- James A.
Mattingly and Fred W. Haise
habitants. may expect to get
would "in all probability" be
more cars on the roads than new
delayed until April.
babies in the homes. While
in the event of a delay, the
t about 400,000 new passenger
Apollo 12 crew would prepare
cars and commercial vehicles will
for a lending on the alternate
be sold only 250,000 babies will
would be two
be born this year, according to site so there
launch opportunities in Decemstatisticians.
ber.

Liftoff....

—

3

773.14
8.5504

BEL - AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 753-8391

00.14
750.14

0)
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and avoid the j
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Control foott
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So, when the
throwing this
truly a sign c
Air Force, I
pass, died by
seconds at Mi
opener as the T
So did Kans
rallied remarl
ago by Passing
fourth-quarter
cats lost, 41-3E
surely by the
they did by Ti
kick returns.
Oklahom
jumped off to
was just th(
Oklahoma
ha
built into VII
Tigers passed
in a 44-10 rout
in the driver':
first Big Eia
since 1960.
Devine has
wins at Mis
Saturday's hal
them, "It was,
today
Devin(
national Coacl
United Press 1
Why has 1
Alpine to the pa
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seasons— he cc
State for thre
coming to Mis
the third win
the nation?
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what our per:
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II 50.14
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SPORTS

Pacers Swamp
Cougars
By United Press International

Murray High Rated
10th In Final Poll

Roger Brown and Bob NetoEast: Army
three
over
licky, taken one-half at a time,
Pittsburgh, Boston College 14
are just too much for the
over VMI, Harvard seven over
opposition.
NEW YORK (UPI)-Rex
Brown.
By JIM ARC HAMBEAULT
Brown, scored 28 of his game
Region Madisonville 9-1-0 is at
Kern may log as much time in
South: Alabama seven over
high 32 points in the first half
Mayfield 10-0-0; 2nd Region finds
the trainer's room as he does Miami, Fla., Citadel 12 over
and Netolicky tallied, 18 of his
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) - Woodford Co. 10-0-0 at Elizabeon the practice field but the Furman, Davidson 14 over
20 points after intermission The United Press International thtown 10-0-0; 3rd Region will pit
spunky Ohio State quarterback Woffor d.
Wednesday night as the Indiana Board of Coaches cast their bal- Bryan Station 10-0-0 against Cais always ready to play come
In The Midwest
Pacers swamped the Carolina lots for the final time this week mpbell Co. 8-3-0; and 4th Region
game time on Saturday.
Midwest Kansas State six
Cougars, 130-111, Brown and and named Tompkinsville, Cov- schedules Belfry 7-2-0 at Corbin
Kern, with a stronger sup- over Nebraska, Miami seven
Netolicicy
rank seven- eight ington Catholic and St. Xavier 9-2-0.
"But, if Tennessee can't stop among
By DAVID MOFFIT
porting cast than rival quarter- over Kent State, Michigan State
American Basketball as the state's No, 1 teams in
In the Class A playott 1st
Manning, no one can."
UPI Sports Writer
back Mike Phipps, will give three over Minnesota.
Association scorers.
their respective high school div- Region finds Russellville 8-2-0
Dooley figures the Rebels have
Ohio State its second straight Southwest Wyoming seven
The Pacers scored the last 10 isions.
at Tompkinsville 10-1-0; 2nd RegWal Tkaczuk, one of the New
ATLANTA (UPI)- Georgia's a chance if Manning's right beAimover Rose Bowl contender over New Mexico, North Texas
points of the game after
Tompkinsville, which played ion will see Bardstown 8-0-0 at
Wurdue. We like Woody Hayes, 10 over Tulsa, Teas A&M six York Rangers' young lions, is Vince Dooley doesn't like to take cause "Tennessee's offensive st- Carolina made a belated run at a see-saw battle with Lynch for
Stanford 7-0-2; 3rd Region Daygetting
so
Warriors by a 40-21 margin.
good
that (1) sides when his team isn't involv- rength is in its running and Ole Indiana that closed the gap to top Class A honors all yer,
over Rice.
ton 7-3-0 takes on Mt. Sterling
Michigan, also contending for
West: California 14 over San newspapermen will soon know ed. But, if he had to pick a winn- Miss can defend pretty well aga- 120-111.
garnered eight first place votes 8-1-1; and 4th Region finds Lynthe Rose Bowl, should stay in Jose State, Colorado seven over how to spell his last name and er in Saturday's Tennessee -Ole inst the ground game,"
Denver scored 13 straight and 98 total points to receive ch 9-0-1 at Paintsville 9-0-1.
the running for the trip to Oklahoma State, Oregon State (2) radio and television broad- Miss game he'd go with the Dooley's got problems of his points
opening the fourth the near unanimous endorsemeHere is the final voting (1st
own
casters will soon know how to Vols.
Saturday with 13th-ranked quarter to stop Pittsburgh, 125- nt.
Pasadena by beating Iowa. The 13 over Washington State.
place votes in parentheses):
pronounce it.
The 3rd-ranked, unbeaten Vols Auburn the next Georgia foe. 114. Larry Jones tallied 10
Wolverines get ready for next
In the pro ranks:
Lynch, which overtook TompClass A
'`I'm convinced that Auburn
Tkaczuk scored two goals are six point favorites over the
week's clash with Ohio State by
National
Football League
points during the Rockets' spurt kinsville near mid-season and I. Tompkinsville (8)
98
may
be
the best, team in the
downing the Hawkeyes, 35-21,
Chicago six
over Atlanta, Wednesday night- making it Rebels. But they're playing the
held its own in last week's bal- 2. Lynch (2)
89
As the countdown for bowl Cleveland 10 over Pittsburgh, eight in his last eight games-- game at Jackson, Miss., where South right now," Dooley said.
ABA ROUNDUP
loting, received 89 points for 3, Bardstown
77
game selections begins, here's Dallas seven over Washington, as the Rangers downed the the Rebels have beaten Dooley's "That includes Tennessee which
second place, while Bar dstown 4. Russellville
52
how the other major games Detroit six over St. Louis, Los Detroit Red Wings, 4-2. It's no Bulldogs and 10th-ranked Louisi- beat the Tigers 45-19. That game and wound up with a game high was third with 77 points.
5.
Mt.
Sterling
47
took a few odd bounces and, any- 43 points. Teammate Spencer
look:
Angeles 10 over Philadelphia, coincidence that since Tkaczuk ana State.
The rest of the Class A rat- 6. Dayton
34
"Manning will have to have way Auburn is a lot better now Haywood
Texas 35, Texas Christian 14 New Orleans six over New has been turning on the red
added 35 points. ings saw Russellville fourth and 7. Paintsville
than
light
then,
regularly
the
super
games
he's
Rangers one of those
-second-ranked Longhorns are York, Baltimore six over San
Rookie John Brisker led Pit- Mt. Sterling fifth, followed by 8. Stanford
26
"I'd like to see those two going tsburgh with 36 points.
sport a 6-1-1 record in National so capable of if Ole Miss is to
too long on running backs.
Francisco.
Dayton, Paintsville, Stanford, 9. Campbellsville
22
at
it
Hockey
League
play.
instead
of
Dooley,
this
weekend
have
a
chance,"
said
• Uclans Tune Up
American Football League
Dallas downed Washington, Campbellsville, and Murray.
10. Murray
19
Roy Edwards of the Red whose team lost 25-17 to Missi- Auburn and us - it would be 122-104, in the first game of a
UCLA 28, Oregon 7- Uclans New York three over Kansas
Coviakeinn Catholic, which contune up for big game with City, Cincinnati seven over Wings turned in a sensational ssippi and 17-3 to Tennessee. quite a game."
doubleheader at Los Angeles. tinued' to build a strong followClass AA
to
keep the
Auburn, 6-2, is a three point Manny Leaks and Glen Combs
crosstown rival USC.
Boston, Denver three over performance
ing throughout the state receiv- I. Covington Catholic (5) 87
favorite
5-2-1.
Rangers
at
bay
over
Georgia,
until
16:07
of
Penn State 28, Maryland 0- Houston, Oakland 13 over San
combined for 56 points, as the ed five first place votes and 87 2. Mayfield (3)
72
the second period when Jean
Elsewhere in the Southeast
The Nittany Lions take pride in Diego,
Chaps moved into a second- total points to finish way ahead 3, Elizabethtovm (2)
68
Batelle put New York in front,
this weekend, Alabama is a 61/2 place tie with idle New Orleans
their defense.
of second place Mayfield with 4. Bryan Station
57
point favorite as host to Miami in the Western Division. Wash1-0. Tkaczuk followed with a
Auburn 27, Georgia 7- The
72 points.
5, Madisonville
51
Fla.,
goal
1:43
later
and
favored
by
added
Florida is
1612 ington coach Al Bianchi was
Tigers are bowl-hungry.
Elizabethtown was close be- 6. Paducah Tilghman
43
as host to Kentucky, LSU is ejected after being assessed
another in the third period in a
Tennessee 28, Mississippi 14hind Mayfield with 68 points, 7. Woodford Co.
32
game so one-sided from the
favored by 24 as host to Miss- two technical fouls.
Volunteers have manpower to
while Bryan Station and Madison- 8, Campbell Co.
28
issippi
Georgia
viewpoint
of
skating
Tech
is
advantage
State,
slow Archie Manning.
In the nightcap, the Stars ville finished fourth and fifth 9. Daviess Co.
24
By
United
Press
International
a 22-point underdog as host to opened a one-game leact in the
that it wouldn't have been
Notre Dame 35, Georgia Tech
respectively.
10. Ft. Thomas Highlands
19
iinfa ir if Ranger goalie Ed
Notre Dame in a night game, Western Division by downing
19-Irish feast on Southern
In sixth place was Paducah
How
the
mighty
have
fallen.
Tulane
is
8
at
home
Giacomin
favored
by
had
paid
for
his
hospitality.
the New York Nets, 133-126, Tilghman followed by Woodford,
Class AAA
NEW YORK (UPI)- liar moo
The
Boston Celtics, the ticket
against Virginia and Florida Sta- behind
to
Madison Square
Stanford 33, Air Force 24some
deadly
foul Campbell and Daviess Counties 1. St, Xavier (5)
.847
hitter
when
Killebrew,
an
50
of
the
defending
champions
te hosts Memphis State.
Garden.
Jim Plunkett wins aerial battle
shooting in the second half.
and Ft. Thomas Highlands.
2. Trinity
42
he signed a pro baseball
National
Basketball
Associathe
Red
Bowl
The
be
out
in
Rangers
outshot
scouts
will
with ilyboy Gary Baxter.
The Stars, coached by Bill
It was ho-hum again in the 3. Butler
contract, today, was voted the force this weekend since bids
36
Utah 27, Arizona 2 -There's tion, suffered their ninth defeat Wings, who suffered their first Most
Sharman, .considered the best Triple-A circuit where St. Xav- 4.
in the start Monday.
Playeri
26
Valuable
games
Wednesday
night
in
12
loss in six road games,e9, in
Tennessee, figur- foul shooter in pro basketball
bowl talk in Redskin tepee.
ier coasted to unanimous recog- 5. Thomas Jefferson
American League. for 1969 by
22
Missouri 27, TOW State 14- when they were beaten by the the first two periods aff42-18 the Baseball Writers Associa- ing to be a front-runner for the history, hit on 32 of 37 free nition as the division champs
Cincinnati
Royals,
116-107.
Orange
Bowl,
LSU,
In
game.
Auburn
and
the
Tigers have momentum.
STI,17 —
throws after the intermission to
Butler, Male and DRIVERS 1:17.The Celtics, still seeking a
Georgia are all considered pri- keep the Nets at bay. Larry with Trinity,
Les Binkley registered his tion of America.
Arkansas 30, Southern MethoThomas
Jefferson
finishing
up
the
award
Killebrew
earned
minus first shutout of the season as
combination
me bowl candidates.
snot 14- Razorbacks _tgq_ streng winning
WESTPORT, Conn. (UPI)- A
Miller led Los Angeles with 25 the top_fbre__ _
_
retired player-coach Bill R. the Pittsburghi Penqu1t13-1Yeat by-- taking-- two -oe the- AL's
With natural leader Mike Phifor Mustangs.
St. Xavier has already won the riaora of 377 drivers were
Royals the Toronto Maple Leafs, 3-0, at coveted titles, the home run pps of Purdue forced to go'aga- points, while- Bill Melchionni
the
sell,
stayed
with
In othr games:
tallied 27 for New York.
city Triple - A championship lisled Wednesday by the Sports
midway
through
the Toronto. Tracy Pratt, Brain crown with 49 circuit clouts and inst top-ranked Ohio State Satuuntil
and
will meet the winner of the Car Club of America as official
RBI
the
championship
after
second quarter when 10 straight Hextall and Keith McCreary
rday, Florida sophomore John
The annual Harvard-Yale rowThomas
Jefferson Butler game entrants for the American Road
driving in 140 runs.
points by Cincinnati's Johnny scored for the Penguins.
Reaves has a good chance to move
ntests began in 1852.
for the county Class AAA title. Race of Champions at Daytona
The
Minnesota
Twins'
slugGreen and Fred Foster broke
The Montreal Canadiens reto the top again in total offense.
The divisional playoffs begin International Speedway Nov. 25the game open,
John L. Sullivan held the
tained their one-point lead in ger, who signed with the
Reaves, with an-already-SEC
30. The ARRC will determine
With Boston leading, 38-37, the Eastern Division by routing original Washington Senators record 2,240 yards,trails Phipps world heavyweight boxing title this weekend in the four state national
champions for 21
regions.
Green scored on a layup, the Oakland Seals, 5-0. Claude for $50,000 in 1954 after an .847 by 82 yards.
from 1882 to 1892.
competition classes.
In
the
Class
AA
playoffs;
1st
season
in
the
semi
-pros
batted
Foster followed with one of his Provost led the Canadiens'
attack vrith two goals while .276 this year as he helped his
NSA ROUNDUP
young Rogatien Vachon posted club to the Western Division
Twins then lost thre
his first shutout of the season. title, The
as
own and Green cAunecteci with The loss stretched the Seals' straight to the AL champion
Baltimore Orioles in a best-ofa stuff shot before Foster hit on winless streak to six games.
By BILL OSTHOFF
two straight baskets to put the
J. P. Parise scored the tying five playoff.
Royals in front for good at 47- goal in the first period and an
Killebrew collected 294 of a
40/ KANSAS CITY, Mo.
Dan Devine has given the 38.
Insurance tally in the third possible 336 points and was
all 24 ballots
Oscar Robertson paced Cin- period as the Minnesota North named on
University of Missouri the
finest years in its football cinnati with 25 points and 12 Stars defeated the Philadelphia submitted by the Selection
history. Never have the Tigers assists while Foster finished Flyers, 4-2, Danny Grant and Committee of the BBWAA. Two
had a losing season under the with 17 points and Tom Van Claude Larose rifled home the writers from each league city
Arsdale added 16. Don Nelson other
Devine hand.
scores. Andre participated in the voting.
star
Bogg Powell, Baltimore's big
Devine, now in his 12th led Boston with 23 and John Lacroix and Lou Morrison
first
baseman and the only
season at Mizzou, has placed Havlicek had 22.
scored for the Flyers.
other player to be honored with
In the only other NBA game,
seven Tiger teams in 11 years
his name on all two dozen
In the top 20, won at better Jim Barnett tallied 17 of his 25
LYNN GROVE WINS
ballots, trailed badly in the
than a 7-3 consistency and points in the final quarter to
voting. with 227 points. Teamtaken five Missouri squads- pace the San Diego Rockets to
The Lynn Gr3ve W:,ldcats de- mate Frank Robinson was third
four were winners- to poste a 132-119 victory over the
feated the New Concord Red- with 162 points, Frank Howard
season bowls. He's done it on Detroit Pistons.
blown
a
12
Rockets
had
The
birds 70-46 in elementary school of the "new" Washington
sort of a "defense 'em first,
run at 'em on offense second point halftime lead and were cage action this week. West led Senators finished fourth with
and avoid the pass at all costs" trailing 95-94 with 10 minutes the Wildcats w. ii 32 pain's and 115 and Reggie Jackson of the
left to play before Barnett and Scarbrc ugh pumped in 25 for Oakland Athletics was fifth
philosphy.
with 110 points.
Control football was the name Elvin Hayes began finding the the Rectlezds.
Killebrew received 16 firstLynn Grove (70)--Morr's 7,
range. Hayes led all scorers
of the game at Missouri.
Terry
Taylor
place
votes, Powell six and
while
8,
points
West
32,
34
with
Ad.:m.s
2,
the
Tigers
came
out
So, when
Howard 17, Murdock 2, Arm. Robiason two. Points were
throwing this season it was Dischinger paced Detroit with
strong 2.
based on 14 for first, nine for
29.
truly a sign of the times.
Now Concord (46)-S:nr5ro- second, eight for third and
Air Force, which lives by the
tegli 25, Garrison 3, Brelsford down to one for a 10th-place
pass, died by it in the final 32 ALMO DEFEATS REDBIRDS 12, Fannin 1, Quinn
5.
nod.
seconds at Missouri's seasonThe Almo A team defeated
opener as the Tigers won, 19-17.
So did Kansas State, which the New Conccrd A team by a
rallied remarkably two weeks score of 58-30 Tuesday right
ago by passing to an early 31-28 while the Alma B team won
fourth-quarter lead. The Wild- 42-33.
High scorers for Alino were
cats lost, 41-38, and they lost as
surely by the Missouri pass as She on and Wells ye.thi6 pcnts
they did by Tiger Jon Staggers' each and Bradford led New Concord with 10 paints.
kick returns.
By JOE CARNICELLI
The Mets voted 35 full shares
Almo (58)-Bors 8. Lovett 4,
Oklahoma last Saturday
UPI Sports Writer
-including 26 players, Manager
jumped off to a 10-0 lead. It Shelton 16, Miller 2, Wells 16,
Gil Hodges, coaches Eddie
was just the sort of lead Conner 3, Cleaver 6, Outland 2,
NEW YORK (UPI)- The New Yost, Joe Pignatano, Al Walker
traditionally Hopkins 1.
has
Oklahoma
York Mets received record and Yogi Berra, trainers Gus
New Concord (30)-Scarbrobuilt into victories. But the
individual shares for winning Mauch and Joe Deer, clubhouse
Tigers passed the Sooners silly ugh 6, Bradfore 10. Fannin 1, the 1969 World Series.
attendant Nick Tor man and
in a 44-10 rout that left Missouri Garrison 5. Qu nn 5, Rewlett 1,
The Mets divided $657,473.02 head groundkeeper John Mcin the driver's seat to win its Cunningham 2.
Into 35 full shares of $18,338.88 Carthy.
first Big Eight football title
each after winning the National
Donn Clendenon, who joined
since 1960.
League championship series the Mets in mid-June and was
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Devine has had many "big"
and world championship. The named the outstanding player
wins at Missouri and last
total, according to figures in
the series, and Jack
Saturday's had to be one of
released today by the office of Dmilauri, brought up late in
NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN
therre "It was," he admits, and
Baseball Commissioner Bowie May from the minors, were
BIRMINGHAM,
Ala,
(UPI)_.
named
was
today
Devine
Kuhn, surpasses the former awarded full shares. Bobby
national Coach-of-the-Week by Birmingham's Legion Field is record
winners' share of Pfeil, who played most of the
WINNING NUMBERS WILL BE POSTED
being reserved for June 20 or 27 $12,794.00, awarded to the 1963 season but was dropped before
United Press International.
Why has Devine suddenly by a group which hopes to Los Angeles Dodgers.
the series, also was awarded a
-It- move the American Football
SMane to the pass after grind
The Baltimore Orioles, who full cut.
for 14 previous Coaches Association annual All- lost the series to the Mets in
it
The Mets also voted a halfseasons- he coached at Arizona American game from Atlanta, five games, split $497,564.89 in share to utilityman Amos (q.is
Board
Birmingham
Park
The
State for three seasons before
32 full shares of $14,904.21, a ($9,169.08) and one= share
coming to Missouri- made him Wednesday granted the request record for losing shares and to assistant clubhouse man boy
the third winningest coach in presented by II. C. Stubbs, also higher than the Dodgers Neuer. The remainder of the
chairman of the group. The got in 1963 for winning.
the nation?
total
was
divided
among
was originally
"Well, we've always done organization
Atlanta, the National League batboys, batting practice pitchwhat our personnel dictates," formed three years ago to try playoff loser, had full shares of ers and seven minor leaguers
and bring an NCAA collegiate $6,944.10, while Minnesota, run- who
Devine says.
joined
the
Mets in
playoff
game' nerup in the American League, September.
"If we can throw the ball and championship
10th and Chestnut
753-9198
catch it and win, we'll do it. If here.
had full portions of $6,460.12.
Baltimore players voted out
he
believed
the
Stubbs
said
not, we won't. We just play to
Other full shares determined 32 full shares, including all
financially troubled East-West by final standings were:
coaches, trainer Ralph Salvon
It's no news in the Big Eight collegiate game would be a
Chicago (NL) ($574.94); San and equipment manager Clay
this season that eighth-ranked success in Birmingham.
Francisco ($612.13); Detroit Reid, The Orioles also handed
Plagued by declining atten- ($630.80); Oakland ($597.58); out a two-filth share, two
Missouri, now 7-1, can throw
welcome here
and win, and does. Just ask dance, the last All-America Pittsburgh ($204.27); Cincinnati quarter shares, a one-fifth
Oklahoma Coach chuck Fair- game in Atlanta drew only ($203.97); Boston ($179.53); and share and one three-twentieths
17,000.
banks.
California ($198.30).
share.
By STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer

HOUK LEADS Georgia's Dooley Picks Vols
RANGERSN Over Ole Miss-On-Saturday
4-2 VICTORY
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Celtics Suffer
Ninth Defeat

HARMON KILLEBREW
NAMED AMERICAN
LEAGUE M P

DEVINE GIVES
MISSOURI ITS
FINEST YEARS

FREE
25
TURKEYS

Mets Receive Record Shares
For World Series Payoffs

TO BE GIVEN AWAY NOVEMBER 24th at 8 p.m.
JUST DRIVE IN at EARLY BIRD AND GET YOUR TICKET.

Birmingham Tries
For All-Star Game

EARLY BIRD
BankAmericard.
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Introducing Jeanne Moreau

french Pastry Just Like U.S. Apple Pie
that can I do what must be
done. Only with his intensity
and truth can I react and make
my role believable. He is so
HOLLYWOOD -- The idol of
beautiful when he gets lost in
44-year-old
sex
France--the
his role that you forget who he
symbol of a country which worreally is. That's his big thing.
ships amour in all its forms-He leaves Lee Marvin behind
finally selected a Hollywood
when he goes on camera."
for
script she felt was right
There had been those who
her motion picture debut in the
foretold fireworks between MorUnited States. The fact it was
eau and Marvin because they're
a man's picture and the fact
both supposed to be "free
her role was actually a small
thinkers."
one may seem surprising on the
• •
surface. Nevertheless, she had
"WHY should that bring trouchosen to play the role of a
ble?" she asked. "I have always
prostitute in a western called
done what I feel that I must do.
"Monte Walsh." The star: JeIn life, in my loves, in my maranne Moreau.
riage, in my profession. I have
I was shocked when I met
asked nobody's permission to do
just
plain
folks—
her -she was
these things. It is my decision
talked like an ordinary mortal
to make--for am I not the one
- and in perfect English!
who must live with the results?
"There were two big reasons
"Lee is the same way — I
and many factors which made
think. He does many things peome decide on this picture," she
ple may say are not right. But
said. "The first, of course, was
the only one who suffers from
Lee Marvin. The chance to play
those things is Lee Marvin. So
his leading lady was something
if he wants to do them, he has
I just could not turn down. I
the right.
Jeanne Moreau
knew the role was a small one.
"And as far as the two of us
But it is such a solid part and them all down because they
getting along, I have never felt
us
in
were
not
for
me."
relationship
between
the
more at ease and completely
• • •
the script is so beautiful and
free with a man as I have with
I SPOKE to her the day bewarm I just had to play it.
him. He plays the game by his
"The second reason wa9 di- fore she started the film, when
rules. I play mine. He has
rector Bill Fraker. I have ad- she was as enthusiastic about
never tried to change this. I
mired his camera work in so it and Lee Marvin as a starlet
think that's why I admire him
many beautiful films that I In her first movie. Then, I
so much. He's a free thinker
knew he was to be a brilliant spoke to her at the film's conall right, but he gives the freedirector. So, when I found out clusion. As for the film and
dom to everyone else. How much
said:
Lee,
she
first
he would be directing hi
bigger can you get?
picture I knew we would have
"Lee Marvin is truly what
"We have never had an arguthe kind of feeling so important you Americans call a superHe has
star. Not a super-actor, a super- ment. We never dated.
to me."
• * •
star. You see, there is a big never asked me out for drinks
company
IN TALKING with Jeanne— difference. Anyone can say the unless it was on a
been to his house
excuse it, Miss Moreau, I found words and look the looks and party. I have
people. He has
she was on first name basis walk where the script says. —with many
house, the same
with everyone in the crew of That is acting. But where is the been to my
has never been rude to
her films and interested in all feeling, where does the warmth way. He
never used the fourbehind-the-camera work as well come from, where is the inti- me. He has
mat)
, that must be there to letter words he is supposed to
as her own acting.
time. He has always
"There is a room in my house bring the action into life, into say all the
istreated me with respect. And
itted, being? .
outside Paris," she adm4
,Marvin's secret," —has never tried to upstage me
-That
"with at least 200 scripts Of
picture his way."
American motion pictures of- continued Jeanne. "He never or run the
No, she is not in love with
fered to me during the past plays a role. He substitutes himseveral years. Some of them self for the character and when Lee Marvin, but we wouldn't
were great stories and many he walks on camera, he is the blame- Lee—if he were in love
meter- Only with armarr-lik with
turned
woriderfurfilms. But
,
Ily ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent

Mexican electrical output
MEXICO CITY (UPI)- Mexico leads Latin American countries in electrical output capaSAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI)ity with 6,400,000 kilowatts,
011ie Brown of the San Diego
Padres is the younger brother ccording to the Federal Elecof ex-University of Southern tricity Commission.
*5*
Cat
is football star Willie
The Little Dipper is the ThmB
n.
jlipoq * on the
Mien name for the constellation
U coaching staff.
Sporting brothers

Ursa Minor,

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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New box car
Computerized paperwork
Plastics in furniture
Railway study
BONN (UPI) - Private for auto shipment
YORK (UN) - investment abroad by West GerNEW
NEW
YORK (UPI)
STANFORD, Calif. (UPI) SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
Plastics have become a hot item "Computer models" of pasaen Details will be processed a lot mans is starting to boom, but
The
Southern Pacific Railroad
in the furniture • industry. By ger railway systems developer faster when computers take over most of the increase is .going
with a new
experimenting
is
1980, plastics may gym displace by a Stanford University doc- daily office paperwork, accord- into other European industrial
to carry
wood as the number one toral student in civil eineerinf ing to the Business Equipment nations instead of to developing Pant box car designed
compared with
automobiles
30
material used in manufacture of could be of substantial help ir Manufacturers Association. In areas.
of eight to
furniture, according to Stauffer improving commuter train opera- the time it takes a typewriter
Investment in Europe tripled the present capacity
15.
investment
in
Chemical Company.
to
1968,
but
produce
a
stack
of
paper
20
during
tions.
The new 89-foot long car,
The models of Dietrich R. feet high, a computer will turn developing areas remained at a- named Vert-A-Pac, carries the
* * *
Bergmann of Monroe, Mich. out a stack 7,200 feet high -- bout the previous year's level, autos vertically -- standing on
contained
in his Ph.D. disserta- five times higher than the according to the Institute of end, front bumper down, like
Cool deal
tion. give mathematical repre- Empire State Building, BEMA German Industry.
Direct privatt investment a- books in a bookcase.
NEW DELHI (UPI) - Kuwait sentations of the physical ele- says.
An-advantage is that, unlike
broad by West Germans in 1968
has ordered S266,000 worth of ments and scheduling involved
freight cars now in use,
auto
totalled . 1,572,000,000 marks
drinking water coolers from the ,in running a passenger railroad.
enclosed, thus reit
is
entirely
effect on the system's perfor- ($393 nintion1,- a Arty of 59.3
India-based ArneriCari Refrigera
By varying certain items in
damage from weather,
ducing
miuice
can
be
determined.
tor Company.
per cent over 1967.
the computer models, the overalr
vandalism and pilferage.
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SPECIAL MILL PURCHASE OF THIS
SEASON'S MOST WANTED FASHION FABRIC!!

Regular $1.99 yd. - 45" Machine Washable

RIB-LESS
CORDUROY

5
g
Id
7
8
e.
7
10

1!,v

:"
:30 La

11

II g

001
:30 Ti
Ta
.30T

:05
::701.`,
:005
:30L

12 :"
:30T
:000

:30 As
ISA
:30 Sr
2
:00 1-1
• :30 Tr
•

2

and now at the lowest price
New Rib-Less Corduroy, this season's fabric sensation,
but is maanywhere! New Rib-Less Corduroy feels and looks like finest velveteen,
new fashion
chine washable, crease resistant and spot resistant. 45- wide in all al;
decorating.
colors. The ideal fabric for slacks, jumpers, skirts, dresses and home

A

:00 8,

c

:3010
:00 IR
^

6 .2 L4r,
7 1°0'41
:
Ni
:°.°0 51
9 1:0
10 IS 7.°
1 1 10° LP".
T"
12 •"'
:30Th

1

0°
30

x-Paid adv(

* This season's most wanted fashion
fabric
* 45" wide, machine washable and
crease resistant
• Full bolts, every yard first quality
-Y" Chooli from 14 new fashion colors
* Looks and feels like finest velveteen
4
Save $1.00 on every yard you buy

Dutch plastics boom
THE HAGUE (UPI) - Plastics production in Holland in
1968 totaled 546,000 mitric
tons, compared with 372,000
tons in 1967 Vnd 294,000 tons
in 1966.
The Aru Islands are %group
of islands in the Arafura Sea
belonging to Indonesia.

Take a look at 1970 Datsun
& discover all the extras you get
at no extra cost.

On sale Friday and Saturday, November

14 and- 15! It's the fashion fabric buy of
the season. Come early for best selection,
quantities are limited. Don't miss this!!

Extras like whitewalls. Super efficient overhead cam
engine, disc brakes,
full-synchro 4-speed stick shifts. Deluxe wheel covers,
locking gas caps, full
vinyl upholstery, undercoating ...even a radio and
tachometer on the
sports cars. All inducted in our list price.
1600 Sports
Compare Datsun's features.
You'll discover you get more
luxury, more extras, much
more car for the money.

No purchase necessary, need not be
present to win! Winning numbers
will be posted.
204

W. Washington

Paris, Tenn.

THE
Pickup *

$1,13

Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
HOW COME WE AIN'T 6ETTIN'
NO OUTSIDE HELP, SLATS ? LIKE
THE U S. ARMY OR NAVY OR
MARINES ,7

THEY'VE I3EEN TRYI N ,POP,
IT LOOKS LIKE THE SPACE—
NIKS HAVE CUT ALL LINES
LEADIN' INTO CRABTREE
CORNERS!

BUT

PREPARE TO ADVANCE,
MEN. AND/ DO ALL THE
COMMUNICATING wyri-4
THESE PEOPLE.

8T-147 My Should

My Fire,
P.T.A.; Ge
Hey Jude;

Datsun /2

s1,985*

'41

'
.111111)
)• A

7 , 661000
•,°.••

thsosil fora's, S.selocss• Ins

Lil' Abner

*
Local Freight tax &

license

AT EXACTLNI
51 DEGREES,
I HEAVE THE
PORK IN WITH
THE DEANS—

by Al Capp
I -IFEEL

SICK.

(THOSE BIG bROWN
EYES!! I CAN UNDERSTAND W1-1•/ FATBACK
ISN'T MELTED E3N1 THEM
-14rS CRAZED WITH
AMBITION!!

SKA0-138Lettermen,
Th. Imp°
What Now,
son d'Amo
That Louis.
more.

The

Sp

THE SOUND MOVE

DATSUNc:
Lassiter &

Drive a Datsun
then decide at:

Pb.

SEDANS • WAGON • PICKUP • SPORTS CARS

McKinney
Datsun Inc.

753-7114•

810 Sycamore St.

/1-13

SS -SS Me.Ls's-

(an

r-r-T

A

Cca

•

Y1i3ER 13. lite

SCO (UPI)
cific Railroad
with a new
gned to carry
ompared with
ty of eight to
it long car,
c, carries the
- standing on
or down, like
ie.
is that, unlike
now in use,
coed, thus re'min weather,
irage.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

C'haseel 4

Channel S
Channel 8
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
x-6 p.m., Ch. 4 FOREMOST in
Nashville for PROFESS.
IONAL news coverage - JUD
COLLINS, AL VOECKS,
BOB OLSEN and PAUL EELLS

6

r"''sP"on

ID°ria

ki't1T1

Will,
nl

Sets
Ml

x-7:30 p.m.,Ch. 4 IRONSIDE investigates ate charges
of sedition against the son of a Congressional Medal of
Honor vrinner. RAYMOND BURR stars.
• 33 Daniel Boom
th• Jim Nabors Rout That Girt
•
•30 lronside

El

The Jim Nabors Hour
Movie
-Mister Buiedvolng

gragsn't

bewitched

This Is Torn Jones
Thin Is Tons Jones

x-9

p.m., Ch. 4 DEAN whoops it up with guests PAULA
KELLY, DALE ROBERTSON, PEGGY LEE,PAUL LYNDE,
and MORTY GUNTY,
n Mair-ttlinn Stiow
Et p..4i:n
Movie
111-Tbkes A 'MUT

9

10
i

Show

Movie, Appolo Preview

Shoe

00

M

Th
h: 1:nfirt

12
a

Am

•

30

It 'Takes A Thief

Spouts
Sono. News. wthr
News nrisr
The Mery C.yptlin ShowMunSoh Outdoors;
Movie:
Show
n Shoe "Ithsint
A:r
"
v riftltiin
MOW is
h. JOOV BISh00 MOM
is. Joey Bishop Shur,
The Joev Bishop Show

FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

5 Ac
6
7
8

ii Worsthe
.00 Th• Today Show
.30 TM Today Show
:00 Today; Wthr
:30 Today
:0 Toler) Wthr.
30 Today
Apollo XII
:30 Launch
AO Apollo XII
30 Launch
:00 Jeopardy
:30 Name Droppers

lo

7
1

ur

11

Country Journal
.1E4 Sl'
Hess trospel Show McH•la's Navy
Morning Watch
Morning Watch
Bozo
Captain Kangaroo
Bozo Show
The Mike Douglas Show Bozo Show
The Mike Douala, Show Lucy Show
The Mike Douglas Shoe. Apollo XII
Aeolle XII
launCh
Launch
Apollo XII
Where the Heart is
Bewitched
Search tor TomorrowThat Girl

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

2I
g
I

:0
:30
.00
:X

The Noon Show
The Noon Show
Oars ot Our i ives
Apollo XII Report

2 :RelogIthri4"orrin:•1
2
•

4
5

News; Sinelne Cony, Uream Hoses
As Me World Turns Let's Mak* • Deal
Many Solent:tared ThingThe Newlywed Game
TM Guiding Light
Moll* XII
SAfetS:or;
Ed,mmoo
c:
Ggssi
rosnti;
:Lifeo

:0 Letten to Laugh-in Gamer Pyle, USMC
:30 To Tell the Truth Gillierm's island
AO Best the Clock
Movie:
:30 10111 Avenue South
"TM Lads Takes
IN lath Avenue South
4 Flyer."
rtuntwy [Sunkist,
CBS Evening News

Dark Shadows
Flipper

.os

News; Wthr.; Sets Newt; Wthr.; Sports News; Wthr r Sots.
:33 High Chaparral
Get Smart
Let's Make • Deal
:00 High Chaparral
TM Good Guys
The Brady Bunch
:13 Name of the Gamehlomn's Heroes
Mr. Deeds Gass Town
:00
:30
00
:30

Nemo of the Game Movie:
Name cot the Game "Never So Few"
Ole Nashville Music Movie
Del Reeves Show
Movie

9
fl .00 News Wthr. Sots News; Wthr S"orts
1 %,
:I* Touchdown; Tonight Perry Mason
:'00 The Tonight Show perry mason
1I .30
The Tbribeht Show Perry Mason
The Untouchebles Perry Mason
1 As 110
:3Q The Untouchables Moyle

1 '10

The Lusty Mist"

Hight Plan For Apollo 12

W. H. Hopson,
Cadiz Mayor's
Father, Dies

show of flight, showing earth
SPACE
CENTER, Houston lunar surface. They also gather and
CADIZ, Ky., Noc. 12 - W.
inside of spacecraft. Lasts
(UPI).- Apollo 12, the second moon rock samples.
Howell Hopson, 71, father of
30 minutes.
8:55 a.m.- Bean re-enters
United States moon landing
Mayor W. J. Hopson of Cadiz,
7:30 p.m.-Crew goes to
craft, followed
mission, is scheduled to blast lending
20 sleep,
died at 3. 30 p.m. Tuesday at
away from Cape Kennedy Nov. minutes later by Conrad. They
Murray-Calloway County HosMonday, Nov. 24- Re-entry
14 on a flight that will last 10 turn off TV camera, left outside
pital after several days' illness.
5:30 a.m.- Astronauts awaken
on a tripod, at 9:27 a.m. and
days.
Mr. Hopson, a retired farmer
and prepare for re-entry to
Astronauts Charles H. "Pete" then eat. Moonwalk may last 30
of Cadiz, was a member of, and
earth's atmosphere.
Conrad and Alan L. Bean will minutes longer if all goes well.
Deacon in the Canton Baptist
12:44 p.m.- Three hours from
11:09 a.m.- Gordon, orbitieg
spend 32 hours on the moon,
Church.
home, Apollo 2has last chance
making two walks that will moon alone, fires main engine
His survivors include his wife,
to trim up its course.
total up to eight hours. Richard for a course adjustment.
Mrs. Elizabeth White Hopson:
3:22 p.m.- Command ship
12:17 p.m. - Moonwalkers
F. Gordon will remain in the
two sons, Mayor Hopson, and
cabin separates from service
Apollo
Winthrop Honson of Cadiz RI
12
command
ship, string hammocks in landing module, which contains main
orbiting the moon, while they craft and go to sleep.
2: a sister. Mrs. Robert Anderrocket engine, and hits upper
9:17 p.m.-Conrad and Bean
land.
son of Wilmington, N.C.; and
fringes of earth's atmosphere
The following Is the Apollo 12 awaken for second moonwalk.
four grandchildren.
over South Pacific 12 minutes
Thursday,
Nov. 20- Moon
flight plan, all times EST,
Funeral rites will be conduct
later.
ed at 10 a.m. Friday at Goodbased on an on-time liftoff and liftoff
358 p.m.-Splashdown in the
12:32 a.m.-Astronauts turn
win Funeral Home. The Rev.
subject to change:
Pacific Ocean, about 460 miles
Omar Jenkins will officiate
Friday, Nov. 14 - Launch day on lunar surface TV,
southeast of Pago Pago, and
Burial will be in East End
12:40 a.m.- Conrad steps 00
11:22 a.m.-Saturn 5 rocket
start of quarantine schedule to
Cemetery.
blasts away from Cape Kenne- moon for second time, joined
end Dec. 10 in Houston.
Friends may call at the fudy, placing Apollo 12 in earth by Bean seven minutes later.
neral home.
12:57 a.m. Astronauts start
orbit 12 minutes later.
2:09 p.m.- Top
stage of "geology traverse" toward spot
BEST SELLERS
rocket reignites, hurling space- where Surveyor 3 robot craft
1UPII
craft out of earth orbit toward landed in 1967, picking up
(Cremplled by Publishers' Weekly)
MARK EVERY GRAVE
carefully selected rock and soil
moon.
Visage
2:45 p.m.-Command ship samples on the way.
2:30 a.m.
Moonwalkers rHE GODFATHER - Mario Pus.)
separates from rocket, turns
around and docks nose-to-nose reach surveyor, where they THE LOVE MACHINE -Jacqueline
&mann
with lunar landing craft still remove some parts to return THE
ANDROMEDA STRAIN them to earth,
attached to rocket.
Michael Clwichton
3:26
a.m.Back at Apollo 13 PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT - Philip
2:50 p.m.- Color televisioi
Roth
from command ship, showing landing craft, Bean climbs track
Since 1111141
PRETENDERS - Gwen Gibson
SECRETARY OF STATE MOONLIGHTS - A. Ludlow Kramer,
moon Lauder out of window with inside. Conrad follows him 25 THE
NAKED CAME THE STRANGERS secretary of state in Washington, is pumping gas and cleanearth in background. Show lasts minutes later, Ifter passing up
Penelope /Vibe
1 hour 2 minutes and includes rock boxes and parts from ADA liRRDORVIadinsw Nabokov ing windshields in Olympia at $2.50 an hour to pay off
campaign debts of some $10,000-he lost out for mayor. The
spacecraft pulling away from surveyor. Moonvralk may be A PLACE IN THE COUNTRY BUILDERS OF FINE
secretary Of state post 'pays $15,000 a year. but Kramer,
Sarah Gainkam
rocket which later will be fired extended 30 minutes if all goes
MEMORIALS
THE
GOODBYE
LOOK
Ross
father
38,
of
four, needs something extra. He plans to
by remote control into solar well.
Porter Whits - Manager
MacDonald
6:38 a.m.- Lunar surface TV EXCEPT
moonlight about 50 hours a week.
orbit.
FOR ME AND THEE 111 Maple St.
753-2512
camera turned off before liftoff
Saturday, Nov. 15
Jesaamyn West
from
the moon.
5:22 a.m.-Astronauts go to
9:23 a.m.- Astronauts fire big
sleep for first time since
ascent engine, climbing away
launch.
3:22 p.m,- Astronauts awa- from lunar surface to rejoin
command ship in orbit.
ken.
5:47 p.m.- Second television 12:37 p.m.- Ninth television
show, with views inside com- show of flight, this one from
mand ship, lasting 35 minutes. command ship and lasting 30
6:15 p.m.- Conrad fires main minutes, showing approach of
command ship engine for 10 lunar landing craft.
1:02 p.m. - Landing craft
seconds, shifting spacecraft to
a patch that would miss the docks with nose of command
--earth if the ship coasted all'the ship, and lunar explorers rejoin
way around the moon and Gordon.
started back without firing any
3:19 p.m. - Empty
landof its engines again. This ing craft jettisoned.
departure from a "free return"
4:47 D.M.-- Radio signal from
Drawing For Free
patch, an Apollo first, is needed earth
To: MURRAY BRANCH
fires landing
craft's
to reach the Apollo 12 lunar engine, sending it into a dive
1970 Christmas Club
HopitInsville Federal Savings and Loan Assn.
landing site.
toward the moon. It hits at
304 E. Main - Murray. Kentucky
held
be
winner
and
to
Sunday, Nov. 16
5:15,
and
the
impact is
And Bring
I want to join your 1970 Christmas Club.
announced at close of
6:22 a.m.-Astronauts begin registered on a moonquake
sleep period.
meter the astronauts set up on
Or Mail
Per Week: 500( ) $l( ) $2( ) $5( ) $1O( )
business December 31,
4:22 p.m.- Crew awakens and the surface.
Enclosed is $
for my first payment, due NoTo Our Offica!
1969, 4:00 p.m.
performs navigation dud.'
5:t2 p.m.-Astronauts start
vember U. I understand that my Christmas Club Book
Monday, Nov. 17- Moon arri- sleep period.
will be issued upon your receipt of this coupon.
val
Friday, Nov. 21
NAME
2:52 a.m.- Television show
12:52 a.m.-Astronauts wake
from inside command ship, up.
ADDRESS
lasting 50 minutes, showing 2:24 a.m.- Main command
Conrad and Bean visiting moon ship engine fires to adjust
lander for first time in flight. course
for
photography
of
7:22 am.-Crew goes to future Apollo landing sites.
sleep.
3:43 p.m.- Main Apollo 12
3:22 p.m.- Crew awakens.
engine fires again, blasting
5:47 p.m.- Final opportunity spacecraft out of moon orbit
to adjust course before reach- and driving it track toward
ing moon.
earth.
8:52 p.m.- Fourth color tele4:17 p.m.-Astronauts aitn
cast of flight shows crew television
camera
at
the
preparieg to enter moon orbit. receding moon. Space agency
Lasts 20 minutes,
says this TV show may be
10:36 p.m.-Apollo 12 goes taped for later replay.
behind moon, out of contact
p„m.- Crew goes to
5:30
with the earth, and fires its big sleep.
main engine at 10:47 p.m. to
Saturday, Nov. 22
slow down and drop into a 683:30 a.m.- Conrad, Gordon
by-194-mile high lunar orbit.
d Bean wake up.
PH, 753-7921
304 E. Main Street
11:22 p.m.- Color television
6:43 a.m.-Astronauts have
show of lunar surface from first chance to correct homewmoon orbit, lasting 30 minutes. d bound course if necessary,
"EXTRA EARNING"
Tuesday, Nov. 18- Moon or- then perform navigation tasks.
CERTIFICATES
REGULAR SAVINGS
PASSBOOKS
bit.
5:30 p.m.- Crew begins sleep
period.
3:06 a.m.- Apollo 12, behind
Sunday, Nov. 23
moon, fires main engine again
3:30 a.m.- Astronauts awaand trims up orbital altitude to
ken.
61 by 75 miles.
Withdrawable Anytime
Withdrawable June 30
$1,000 Minimum
5:44 p.m.- Second opportunity
7:52 a.m.- Crew goes to
to correct aim toward earth.
sleep.
6:37 p.m.- Final television
4:22 p.m.- Astronauts awaken
begin
preparations for
and
lunar landing.
7:22 p.m.-Conrad and Bean
get ready to enter landing
craft, leaving Gordon alone in PFANUTS
LUI114 Mq NEW CARETAKER:T*14AT
command ship.
11:12 p.m.- Television from
COULD f5E AN ALL- WINTER JOB.„
command ship, showing moon
lander pulling free from command craft's nose at 11:46 p.m.
and flying formation.
n
Wednesday, Nov. 19- Moen
c
RAKE
landing
12:45 a.m.- Conrad fires landRAKE
ing craft descent engine and
brakes into an orbit swooping
within 50,000 feet of the moon,
1:42 a.m. At 50,000 foot
altitude, Conrad fires a second
rocket burst with the landing
and
starts
engine
descent
toward moon's surface,
1:53 a.m.- Touchdown on the
lunar ocean of storms.
3:17 a.m.- Conrad and Bean
begin their first meal on moon.
5:55 a.m.-Astronauts open
landing craft hatch in preparation for their first moonvralk.
6:09 a.m.- Conrad steps on
moon under gaze of television
camera he turned on three
minutes earlier while Corning
LiIL
)ET)
down landing craft ladder,
)1— )
a.m.Bean joins Conrad
6:36
on surface.
OBStRVATORY
6:47 a.m.- Astronauts plant
American flag, unpack a self..
scientific
powered
research
T1
.•1I
_ Aroft•VMI6
station and set station up on
s *.•

Murray Marble
Works

The Beverlv
i Love Lucy
News
nick Van Dyke Show

FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

6
7

THURSDAY - NOVEMBER 13, 1969

Hera Carnes Brides
Her. COMM Brides
Jimmy Durant* Present
Tha Lennon Sisters
News Why i Saari,
Wagon Train
Wagon Trarn
Wsuon Train
Joey Bishop Show
J*2)
, Bishop Shoes
Joey Bishop,. Show •

x-Paid advertisement

EVERYONE! REGISTER NOW! FREE $ 100.00 1970 CHRISTMAS
CLUMWINNER RECEIVES $200.00 IF A MEMBER OF 1970 CLUB.

JOIN OUR 1910-CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW!

America's #1
College Group!
-

BE ELIGIBLE TO WIN $200°°
JOIN OUR 1910
CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW!

81-289-The newest, most exciting Lettermen album eyed The nation's #1 college
group, Capitol's "Artists of the Month,"
sing their hit "Hurt So Bad." plus Sunny,
On Broadway, Here, There and Everywhere, Elusive Butterfly, and more.

NE LETTERMEN :
ray ioui
edr
(ZutYour
NO

Pact ottismorell
,irad l 1.1"'1

Buren

81-147 - Put Your Head on
My Shoulder: Includes Light
My Fire, Harper Valley
P.T.A.: Gentle on My Mind;
Hey Jude: and more

ST-2758 - The Lettermen!!!
. and "Liver Up, Up and
Away; Windy; Goln' Out of
My Head/Can't Take My
Eyes Off You; What Now,
My Love; more.

MURRAY BRANCH

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.

51%

4+%

5%

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

R

ISKA0-138-The Best of The
Lettermen, Vol. 2. Includes
Th. Impossible Dream:
What Now, My Love: Chanson d'Amour, You've Lost
The! Lovin' F•elln', and
more.

These Plus 5 Other Best Sellers.
Special Price At
SALE 3.99
5.98 Value
4.98

Capitol

by Ernie Bushiniller

Nancy

ST-2554 - The Best of The
Lettermen: Includes She
Cries, Yesterday; You'll
Never Walk Alone, Portrait
of My Love, and more.

Value

SALE 2.99

eon I., U. "ell

1,*411.••• ..a

ettljrA40.1/4.LAIL

•
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UNCLE JEFF'S
SAFE-T
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
9-9

TIMER - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGE& &

Moo.-Sat.

12:304:30 Sunday

and
Compare

Monday thru Sat.
12:30 to 630
Sundays

11[4141111)11.171411-1,U

REAL ESTATE FOR RAU.

The Dry One

THIS IS THE PAIRFOR LOVELIER HAIR

Retail

Jam Lit
deodortml

Spray 16-0x. Can

59ci

BOTTLE
100

EXTRA DRY
SKIN FORMULA
7 OZ.

RETAIL $1.35

SALE

BRECK
SHAMPOO

59
YORK
640
ASPRIN---MMTAN
200's DECO
DECONGESTANTTN SIRES
270

REGULAR
OR SUPER HOLD

JERGENS

Normal, Dry, Oily
7-oz. Bottle-Reg. $1.15

13xjar

SALE

A
CSA
A;

Pock of 10
. Reg. $1.49

FOR MEN
L TION

Neo-Synephrine

DANCERINA DOLL

NOSE DROPS
1 4%-Reg.98c

AS SEEN ON TV
SEE HER DANCE
TCX HER 33 1/3
RECORD

SALE

Lip Balm. For Dry Chopped Lips
Re.. 49c

$1288
WHEEL

BIG

GI FIELD
JACKET
$1088
AUTHENTIC CUT
Sizes S-M-L-XL

0.0. HEAVY
WORK COATS
$648

Uncle
Jeff's
FASHION
FABRICS

BLANKET
JUMPERS
86.58

BOMBER

CUT
Sizes 5- M-L-XL.

72"FELT
$199 yc

BLUE
ISELLCs+
14

BALL FRINGE
230

46

USE OUR CONVENIENT

LAY-AWAY

You men who work outside know how important it Is
to dress nice and warm We have a complete selec-

FOR CHRISTMAS

tion of warm work wear. Don't

*ER M. PRESS

be left out in the

cold.

FELT SQUARES
nil?"

Holds Camera Flash, Film And Bulbs,
Shoulder StraP $12.95 Value Special
18 Pc. YANKEE

RWg. 520.00 Value

Kit

Ail

DeVelVirtg
The
ng lotographer

03LOR

$15"

LARGE
OVERSIZE

DEVEL SPED AND

Classified Ads

REG.
DISCOUNT
PRIGS
Pee yd.

PRINTS

PLAN ON $25.00 Up Purchase Toys,
Cameras, Projectors Ask Today For

Page 12

POOTICII

LADIES PANTIES

• Lt. Weight
• Hvy. Weight
• Crew

NOTICE

Owners Moving Out of Town
116 Acre Rich Farm With Improvements
Ford Tractor Er Personal Prowtr
Neer Ky. Lake

Necks

• Cottons & Blends

$188 to $488

stscv.

KNIT SHIRTS
MEN'S
BOY'S

• LONG SLEEVE
• TOP STYLING
• PERM. PRESS

• 3 TO 18
• LATEST STYLES

88C.$188

Fri.

• 188% ACETATE
• 5 TO 18
• WHITE
• PASTELS

I. 4-

FIRST QUALITY

PR. 99

HOLDS
R EG.
80 SLIDES $2 . 95

TIME PAYMENT

on

Each

S2.99
Kodak Carousel
$388
$2.37 _,
12 PRINT ROLL

COTTON
PRINTS

COMPLETELY NEW 3-bedroom
th
3
brick in Westwood Subdiv
Well designed interior wi
quality work:manship
out. Call us for an appointment.
2-BEDROOM FRAME home 3
miles from Murray on blacktop
road. A good home for a retired couple for only $5,500.
2-BEDROOM FRAME home with
asbestos siding, located on N.
18th Street. Owner will consider trade for farm land.
100 ACRE FARM, 3 miles northeast of Murray. Approximately
% in woods and % in row-crops.
A good value at $200 acre.
TRAILER PARK with 4 acres of
land, good home and good outbuildings. A money-making opportunity for slightly more than
the cost of the home and furnishings. Owner needs to sell
because of health.
LAKE COTTAGE in Keniana 108 ACRES on Ky. 614, approxSubdivision. 3 bedrooms, utili- imately 10 miles from Murray.
ty room, large living room and Lots of farmland and lots of
kitchen with all utilities, elec- woods for a small investment.
tric heat. On large wooded lot. Priced $125 acre.
Murray Mobile Homes, Hwy. 13% ACRES and good 3-bed641 South, 753-3640.
N-13-C MOM brick home, located on
Hwy. 121 West, 8 miles from
ATTENTION: Would you like
Murray. A fine place for a
to draw 171
/
2% on your money. semi-retired
farmer to raise a
Then let us show you this Trail- few head
of livestock.
er Park with 11 house trailers 92 ACRE CATTLE
FARM on
now renting for $1050 Per mon- blacktop
road south of New
th. These trailers are all in good Providence.
Good woven wire
condition, has space for 6 more fence and creosoted
posts. Plentrailers, city water. These trait ty of stock water.
4-room frame
ers and trailer park can be house with
asbestos siding.
bought for $60,000. Let your 175' x 250' commercial
lot on
mone work for you.
So. 4th Street. Located directALSO a Duplex rented the past ly across the
street from the
year for $150. per month for eeqs.-home of
Bunny Bread.
sale at $11,250. 7
- --- WE HAVE manychoice borneCALL 753-1651 or come by the
sites available in the following
office of ROBERTS REALTY at subdivisions: Lynnwood
Estates,
505 Main Street.
N-13-C Fairview Acres, Jackson Acres,
Plainview
Acres, WeeSwood,
FOR SALE at Panorama Shores Kingswood and Panorama Shor8' x 45' trailer with a new 12' x es.
30' building attached with bath ALSO, several small acreages
and electric heat, on a large with building sites within a few
shady lot. Price $4850.00
miles of Murray.
FOR SALE at Panorama Shores TO BUY-elee as. TO SELLtwo bedroom with bath and elec- list with as.
tric heat, on a Large shady lot. FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
and Maple Streets. Office 11:at
Price $4200-00.
FOR SALE at Panorama Shores 753-7333. Hoe
Horse phones: FnIto
a nice two bedroom A-Frame Young, 753-4946; R. B.
with electric hest, air-condi- an, 438-5697, Ishmael Stinson,
tioning and bath. Price $9000 - 753-1534.
00.
N-15-C
ON CATALINA a new three
bedroom brick, central heat and KING SIZE LOTS or
aerial*.
air, price $14,800.00.
Level lots, some with trees.
A NEW four bedroom stone ve- Oaks Club Road. Country Club
neer, central heat and air, wall- Estates, telephone 733-8977.
Dec.-8
to-wall carpeting, two full ceramic tile baths. Price $28,000.00 130
ACRE FARM, 3 miles norAT AURORA, Kentucky one
th of College in city limits, on
acre commercial lot with rustic
black-top road. Was part of R.
type frame dwelling. Price reH. Crouse farm. Has house and
duced $18,500-00.
outbuildings. If interested call
180 ACRE FARM, 10 miles east
Mr. Vaster Crouse, 247-2539
of Murray, price $18,900.00.
Mayfield.
N-13-C
96 ACRE FARM, 11 miles from
Murray with a new three bedroom frame house, price $16,- LIKE NEW 3-bedroom brick at
1620 Catalina, in Plainview Ac
000.00.
WE HAVE a large selection of res. Has kitchen built-ins, wallbuilding lots in the city school to-wall csarpeting, draperies,
district, curb and gutter, water central heat and air, 1% baths
and sewer, blacktop, price rang- and large utility room. Owner
ing from $2800.00 to $3800.00 will assist in financing or will
trade for other property.
No down payment.
FOR ALL your Real Fatale
needs call or see FREEMAN
JOHNSON, Realtor, Southside
Shopping Center, Murray, Kentucky 753-2731.
N-18-C
DUPLEX, new, brick, threebedroom. In city school district.
Ertra large master bedroom
with carpet throughout. No city
tax. 753-6202 after 5 p. m.
H-N-I5-C

More

• Hooded Styles

BRING YOUR FILM TO US

TR A `ifs

07.

Anti Perspirant Deodorant

Choose Style Gel to set your hair.
Then, complete your hairdo with
Style Hair Spray...for a lovelier you!

REGULAR.
SUPER HOLD
OR UNSCENTED

Dial

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ONE OF THE finer homes in
the Murray area, on large lot
125' x 339'. This home has a
living room, family room and
a 32 ft. recreation room with a
fireplace. Also a study or sewing room, three full baths, walk
nit basement, 11 large closets,
electric heat and central air
sonditioning. The kitchen has
GE built-in appliances and
there is a second kitchen in the
basement for entertaining. The
lower level of this home could
be used as an apartment for
that in-law or rented out to provide extra income. There is expansion room for two or three
more bedrooms. The yard is
landscaped
and
beautifully
there is a large garden spot.
Shown by appointment onlyCall 753-3903.
N-13-C

EXTRA SPECIAL SALE!

ERIN SALE

PAGE El
10%

OPEN
9 a.m.to 9 p.m.

WHAT MAKES TR
DISCOUNT PRICES?
UNCLE JEFF'S
SAFE.T
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
Shop
LOWER OVER HEAP
NO FANCY DOORS
and
NO CARPETED FLOOR
COME SEE WHY
Compare
MORE
PRESCRIPTIONS
ARE BEING FILLE
AT UNCLE JEFF'S
LET US PROVE
OUR PRICES ARE
LOWER
LET US PRICE
R NEXT RX

Shop

THURSDAY - NOVEMBER 13, 1969

MEN'S BOY'S

$158 RR

‘.•

Nov. 14

1:00 P.M.

1g m1. Nil a Parts, 12 MI. PIK of Murray, Ky , 4 ml from
New Concord, Ky. Prom Murray take Hwy 121 IR about
• ml. to Wleehart Grocery, we auction *len, turn right
And follow auction arrows about 2 miles to sale
This 116 acre rich level fame has long frontage on County
Road and Blacktop Road thru property. 70 sores in high state
of ceitivatien, neve sewn in Lffspeiles• end ormancisst posture.
46 acres is timber, 1.7 A. Tobacc• Il•se. Watered by river, 2
good wells and large spring Partially t
a 'MI 10.111 tr0111.
Insprovesiii•nts includes niic• rentod•led Rome 13 ri•w
MOMl I
situated on a shady lawn with 2 large pecan trees,
t•nant hoes*, large stitch barn, garage, !atop. ansoli•Ivesase,
chicken house and other outbuildings
This ideal Cattle farrn is known as the Len Caner,. Fan._
Owners are Mr and Mn A. U Dotson
Tern's. Cash. Make your own financial arrang•nients prior I.
sale
Pereonel Property: fr••11 Troilism. Coen richer end 11111•1.
teenllore.

SZ5.1J0

FREE

FUR LINED CAPS

Detaikunheard of values
•

S25.0t

Realty and Auction Co.
1604 8th AVE, S., Ninhviils, Tenn.
254-8375
Member. Realtors. Hate fr Netliesial AuetIoneees Assn.
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Nibtkintfine
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good 3-bed, located on
I miles from
place for a
r to raise a
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uth of New
woven wire
J posts. Plen4-room frame
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ercial lot on
•cated direct!et from the
rry Bread.

"Violin Spider" almost like the Brown Fiddler Recluse Spiuer. but can be almost any color. Was found
in the U.S.A. last May. The bite can cause extensive
skin damage, also painful severe ulceration of a large
area; and might be fatal if not treated. Injection by the
poisonous spider causes a change in the blood, and is
more toxic than the Recluse Spider. A number of deaths
have been reported.

Employment
Opportunities

— SPECIAL —

at

BEFORE CHRISTMAS FURNITURE SALE

We have a new method to kill spiders, roaches and
other insects. No mess, no cleaning out cabinets, walk
out of the house and we do the rest. Helps protect furs.
clothes and carpet.

choke boineke following

wood Estates,
ickaoo Acres.
Westwood,
norama Shor-

For Information, Call .

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
Phone 753-3914

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTKS

NOTICE

W41

Special 5359.95

DISCOUNT ON EVERYTHING IN STORE FROM
NOW TILL CHRISTMAS
Bring a pickup and take advantage of this sale
. . you'll be glad you did!

HAZEL FURNITURE CO.

Locally owned and operated for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

olyester Cord Runs Smonth and Coo
iberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
* Luxurious Turnpike Design
* islow.www.coss.
*YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay you to *
*check on the price of these tires!

411•10.

NOTICE

GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE

GULF STATION

207 Maple Street
Phone 753-6563

with trees.
:lountry Club
753-6977.
Dec.-0-C

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

Kelley's Pest
Control

Phone 7S3-7914
Located 100 So. 10/11 St.

753-3914
4

MEAT MARKET
109 North 5th

4.

Corner of Sixth & Main

*

Phone 753-5862

*SielrOiiiir
*
Virt4otnik4c4n448444
1 tritisfr*
AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS POE SALE

1968 CHEVROLET Caprice. Maroon with black vinyl roof and
interior. Tape player, radio, factory air and double power. Local car, $2700.00. Phone 7531958,
N-13-P

1957 CHEVROLET pick-up, mechanically good. Murray Mobile
Homes, Hwy. 641 South, 753N-13-C
3640.

Call . . .

Made Fresh Daily
IN SACKS OR BULK

SHROAT'S
Murray's
Plywood
Center

Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed

,1

CAIN & TAYLOR t
*

KEN-TEN
BUILDING
SUPPLIES

41111110, 41111110i

" EXILUSNE DISTRIBUTORS

Call Today For FREE
Inspoction
Fliono 733-3914
Member Chamber of
-Commerce and Builders
Association. LCP-195

letween 8:00 a. lit. and
SAO D. tn.

Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
Phone 753-7575
"YOUR COMPLETE MUSIC CENTER"

tic
LOST & POUND

Oluguld's November Sale

LOST OR STOLEN from car,
brown purse containing wallet
with money, drivers license and
social security card. If found
call 753-8629.
N-15-C

SAVINGS UP TO 50 %

-o4uss. ismo0imi,c) aims.o.mwoism oimm.o4mms.o 4ams.oimaa.osams.o.aMosmo-oimma.o.a.oammoamwo.amo.o.ama,040

3 miles nority limits, on
s part at R.
as house sod
terested call
e, 247-2539
N-13-C

$489.95
- Large Mirror
Oak Finish
believe it!

No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

acreage.

by Bassett • Reg. Price
Chest on Chest - Triple Dresser
and Panel Bed with Moorish
You have to see this suite to

•••••••••••

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON RENTAL OR PURCHASE
OF BAND INSTRUMENTS!

N-15-C

Paul Dailey, Jr. at
Captain's Kitchen or
Call 753-8702 or 7534.839
after 5 p.m.

BLACK TOP PAVING

Join the Ba-n

REALTY, 4th
Office
:
i,
pa
0
ones: Paha
EL B.
nael Stinson,

LIVING ROOM SUITES

HIDE-A-BEDS
Reg. Price 4259.95 - Special '199.95
Reg. Price $229.95 - Special '189.95

Be A Part of the Action . . .

TO ESL—

For information phone:

SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES ON

HOSPITAL BEDS
wheel chairs, walkers, tree-,
tioo cnitches, oxYgeo, com"SAVE WITH SAFETY" . . . modes, etc.
— - For Sato Or Reef
HOLLAND DRUGS
acy. Let us quote you a price
Phone 753-1462
oo your Prescriptions. No obliN-19-C
gation what so ever.
N-15-C

AFTBILT MIES!

too Waitresses

Chairs - Tables - Lamps - Mattress
and Box Springs
One 3-Piece Bedroom Suite

SERVICES OFFERED

n*

Po Misc. Kitchen Help

by Drexel. in hard rock maple

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky

A

Flanders - Vaughn

by Prestige - Griffaw and Many More
LARGE SELECTION OF.

Apply:
Personnel Department
Administration Bldg.
(second floor)

in
P•Adn m
Fr:

Po Cook (male)

DINING ROOM SUITES

KITCHEN
SUPERVISOR (male)

IN A HURRY' Seven minute
Convenient
shopping'
Food
N-15-C
Mart, Chestnut Street.

mall acreages
within a few

Or

Murray, Kentucky

by Bassett - Yorktown
and Many More

Position now open in the
following area:

*****************

POSITIONS NOW OPEN
IN THE
FOLLOWING AREAS:

BEDROOM SUITES

NOTICE

NOTICE

•

One Mile North of Murray
on Hwy. 641
(New Sea Food Restaurant
Opening Early December)

NOTICE

NOVEMBER 13. 1969

THURSDAY -

CAPTAIN'S
KITCHEN
NOTICE

Murray State
University
•

Dr. Russell's Laboratory the U.S.C.
Lab maintains
probably the world's largest collection
of anti-venom
have, the serums.

100 S. 13th Street

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

—

• ••

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

614, approxfrom Murray.
and lots of
I investment.

TIMES

ANT

NEW IN U.S.A.
W 3-bedroom
I Subdivo
derior vi
t
appointment.
ME home 3
on blacktop
e for a retirY $5.500.
iE home with
)cated on N.
r will considland.
3 miles northLpproximately
in row-crops.
$200 acre.
ith 4 acres of
Ind good outy-making op:1y more than
me and furnbeds to sell

&

HELP WANTED

mom/rmi
NOTICE

LEDGER

On All Home Furnishings
EVERY ITEM IN STORE REDUCED
Use our Lay-Away for
Your Christmas
purchases while buying at Sale Prices
Easy Terms at Low Bank Rates

)om brick at
lainview Ac
uilt-ins, walldraperies,
ir, 14 baths
oom. Owner
clog or will
013ortY

*RECLINERS — Upholstered in heavy vinyl cloth
support ,.t LOVE SEAT — Early American style, platform rocker
NA. ed fabric, choice of mint green or black color. A real
corn- AT style, upholstery in brown tweed nylon with patchwork
su
cham.
ir that is regularly priced at $89.50 '—SALE *colorful
design on reversable foam cushion — Regular
*
AT fAtrtICabEle
,..k $199.00. NOW $158.00.
*BOOK CASES — Adjustable shelf. Maple or Walnut
pies- Air ASSORTMENT OF CLOTHES HAMPERS — Upholstered
Nit_ tic finish. Large enough to hold World
Books. SALE
tops with matching fiber bodies — Colors of blue, green,
AT PRICED AT $16.88
*white, gold and hot pink — A real nice Xmas gift —
ONLY $10.88.
*GUN CABINET — Solid wood in Salem Maple finish.
*Sliding glass doors that lock Ammunition drawer
with
COFFEE
TABLE — Solid Mahogany with marble top —
* lock. Reg $107 95 NOW $75.00.
*Hand carved rose decoration — ONLY $99.00.
Igs DINETTE SET — Round forty two inch table with two
*TRADITIONAL SOFA — Three cushion style, large florIT extensions. Four sturdy Windsor chairs, .-plastie top
table, *al scotchguard fabric, foam cushions, shades in red and
*Salem Maple finish. NOW $119.
beige — Save $100.00 — Reg. $259.00. NOW ONLY $159.00
*BEDROOM GROUP — Three pieces in solid Oak, small
LCOLONIAL
I
STYLE ROCKER — High back upholstered
.4. double dresser with picture frame mirror, lattice type bed
iT with high foot board, large roomy chest, golden Oak fin- iTswivel — Oak frames finished in Salem Maple — Up
*ish, Spanish style A good buy for a small bedroom *holstery in (11 gold -- (L) red floral scotchguard print—
*Re8- S'79.50. FACTORY CLOSE-OUT $39.88.
*CLOSE OUT $188.00.

ROOM SIZE OVAL BRAIDS

Ads

sr

•2 PRICE GROUPS
*i 2 QUIALITIES
COLORS RUST RED OLIVE
BROWN GOLD MANY OTHERS

ILSIMMONS REST MASTER MATTRESS and box
sPrIntt
'T combination, very firm orthepedic type. 312 coil unit with
*good looking quilted blue stripe ticking. This is a discontinued number and has to be sold in sets. Only two
nrin stock. Regular $139. CLOSE OUT $99.00.

RAYON & WOOL BLENDS

M.

23
ALL Y

tot

00

Imre,
or, 2

TOSS-

POW
11.011,
IMO,

,1 50

IPOr

CM

•

II

VALUES TO $34.98 I
VALUES TO $49.98
1
7/6711'

A

BANKAMERICARO
ipeleame arv

375

FIFTIETH YEAR • 1 9 1 9-1969
4

• -4=110.

•

NA,CONTEMPORARY 3 PC, BEDRCOM SUITE — French
AT-Walnut finish. large 9 drawer triple dresser, plate glass
all picture frame mirror, big roomy chest and chair back
NA_bed — top construction with dust proof, center glide *
iT drawers — Reg price in open stock grouping at $369 CPO— *
*Discontinued — Less than '4 price — ONLY $178.00.

±MOHAWK
31
TWEED FOAM BACK CARPET, colors of
jt Avocado and Moss, 100% continuous filament nylon,
ii.twelve foot wide, bring your room size, cut to fit and
"I installed now for ONLY $4.114 sy. yd.

WING BACK CHAIR — Finest construction full coil*
springs, hand tied base, Chinese chippendale wood legs,t_
in brown Mahogany, upholstered in fine linen type floral
upholstery with back and sides upholstered in cut velvet*
in companion shade of green — Specially ordered at...A
$289.00 — Save $100.00 on this show piece — NOW
TWIN SIZE FRENCH PROVINCIAL CHAIR BACK BEDSvk 1)90,,Y $169.00.
In antique white, complete with Simmons mattress andJar
box springs. Other matching pieces available. RegularIL
ot- SAME AS NEW — 4 Pc. Mediterranean style bedroom
price for complete bed $129. Sale PRICE $78 each.
*group--Repossessed—Out less than 90 days — Consists
DOOR MIRROWS — 18 inch by 60 inch, complete with
of large double dresser with plate glass Mirror, chair back
brackets for hanging. NOW ONLY $5.88 each.
bed, large roomy chest and matching commode — type
nightstand — Pecan and Oak construction — Reg. price
$349.00
to go — NOW ONLY $188.00.
*2 PIECE EARLY AMERICAN LIVING ROOM SUITE —
*Heavy foam tailored cushions, wood wing trim in Salem
*SECRETARY DESK — 18th Century rtyling, brown ma
...a Maple finish — upholstery in nylon tweed of new spice
hagony finish, Governor Winthrop top piece — Fine disAr shade, brown background with touch of Avocado and*
for china or books Desk portion with secret coretangerine — compare to suites to $279 00 SALE PRICE *play
partment — ONLY $166.00.
FOR TWO PIECES ONLY MEM.

sr

--llas

-

.-••■•••••

ME1117:--.

"
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AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

CHEVROLET
Impala
1969
Coupe, V-8, automatic transmission, air conditioning, power
steering and brakes, dark green
with matching interior, low
mileage, new car trade in,
$2,996. Parker Ford, Inc., 7th
and Main, Phone 753-5273.
N-14-C

COMMERCIAL building across
from Belles in Paris, Tenn.
Write P. 0. Box 96, Paris, Tenn.
All inquiries confidential.
N-14-C

TWO-BEDROOM' trailer. See
Brandon Dill after 4:00 p. m.
at Murray Drive In Theatre entrance.
TFC

1968 BUICK Riviera. Burgandy
with beige vinyl top with factory air and power. Real low
mileage. 1968 Pontiac Catalina
four door hardtop with factory
air, power steering and brakes.
Black vinyl rood. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
N-14C
and Main.

ONE-BEDROOM furnished aHOUSE TRAILER, 10' x 42"67
partment. Call 753-8555 or 753model. Electric heat, $65.00 per
7958.
N-15-C
month. Two miles from MurKM SALE
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
FOR SAIJI
ray. Phone 753-7856.
N-12-C TWO-BEDROOM trailer, elecPOI SALM
tric heat. $55 00 per month Cell
SMITH & WESSON 357 Magnum GOOD USED METAL roofing;
MOTORCYCLE AGENCY Avail- 1968 VW, dark blue color, new
N-15-C 1966 OLDS Taronado with facHighway Patrialman. Like new. also used box springs and mat- WHITE TOY Poodles, six able: Here's an opportunity for Urea, low mileage, new car ONE - BEDROOM furnished 489-3623.
Pug, eight weeks;
Phone 753-8592.
N-13-C tresses and water systems, Cy- weeks; one
a sales and mechanically-mind trade in, $1,395. Parker Ford, house. Phone 753-4647. N-13-C
tory air and power. Low mile
one white toy male, two years.
CARD OF THANKS
ed person who wants to owr Inc., 7th and Main, phone 753- NICE 2-BEDROOM duplex, with
press Resort, Hwy. 121, 5 miles Phcne
age, local car. 1967 Chrysler
753-1246, 503 Oleic
GOOD 72 AC Combine, Good
N-14-C
and operate his own business. 5273.
south of New Concord, Phone
dishwasher, disposal, air, tile We would like to express our 300 with factory air and all
Street.
N-I5-C Triumph
66 AC Combine. Call 7534892.
is the motorcycle that 1965 OLDS .Delmonte, 2-door bath, carpet and range, $110. ppreci,ation to our many fri- power. Gold with black vinyl
(901) 247-3315.
N-22-C
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift - has earned the title of "the hardtop; automatic transmission, Phone 753-7550.
N-17-C rids, neighbors, relatives, to roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf StaDO YOU NEED or are you inhe Murray Rescue Squad for tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
YOU saved and slaved for wall
Murray Woman's Club cook- world's best motorcycle". Their air-conditiorung, power steering
terested in transportation in
N-14-C
Kentucky scenic reputation for performance, re- and brakes, new car trade-in, TWO HOUSE TRAILERS Both the Many acts of kindness
-to-wall carpet. Keep it new
and
books
first class and modern styles.
with Blue Lustre Rent electric
placemats. Call 436-2345 or 753- liability and popularity is en- ' light green finish, $1,295. Park- 10 feat wide. One 3 bedroom; shown toward us after our home
Can he seen at Standard Stashampooer $1. Big K.
N-15-C tion,
for information. Dec.-18-C vied by other brands. Triumph er Ford, Inc., 7th and Main, one 2 bedroom. Call Hale Trail- was destroyed by fire God bless
12th and Pogue. You can 4498
1966 BUICK Skylark, two
er Park, 753-5980.
dealers receive well planned na- phone 753-5273.
N-18-P each of you is our prayer.
N-14-C
WELMARANER PUPS, AKC lit- judge for yourself.
N-14-P 3/4 SIZE Roll's-way bed. Gas tional advertising support . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Hum- hardtop with factory air elfa'
power. Automatic transmission
ter. Please call 753-4647. N-17.0
phreys; Vicki and Beth
:ASH AND CARRY-Indoor- dryer and stove. Reasonable. as well as assistance with local 1968
CHEVROLET
Impala FIVE-ROOM unfurnished house,
with console in the floor. 1966
advertising.
For
1TP
a
relatively
107
12th
Call
South
Street.
753autdoor
N-15-P
carpet, $2.75 sq. yd.; Call 753-4136.
1969 HONDA, CB 350, 2,200
Coupe V-8, automatic transmis
Chevy II station wagon. Cain
small
investment,
return
the
8611 days or 753-4331 after 5:00
miles. Priced $650. Call 753-1343 3ur best 100 nylon pile $3.95
and Taylor Gull Station. CornCARD OF THANKS
can be big, and personally sat- sion, power brakes and steer- p. in.
sq. yd.; our best heavy cut pile
N-14-P
ar 753-3673 after 5:00 p.
ing, MT conditioned. White with
N-14-C
The family of Mrs Es- er of 6th and Main.
isfying.
For
details,
write
to
Bill
$3.95
sq.
SERVICES
OFFERED
yd.;
our best shag
N-17-C
McDowell, Triumph Corporation, alack interior, low mileage. Nea MOBILE HOME spaces in Fox ale Brown wishes to express
e'
$3.95 sq. yd.; Commercial type
car trade in, $2295.00. Parker Meadows. Gracious living with their deep appreciation anti
resides t- Towson, Baltimore, Maryland
1965 FALCON, six cylinder, auhi-density rubber back, $3.95 sq. PROFESSIONAL
Ford
Inc.,
7th
and
Math
St.,
CHROME DINETTE set. Large
a suburban family environment thanks to the many friends and tomatic. 1965 Chevrolet Impala
H-N-15-C
yd.; our best indoor-outdoor ial painting. Brush, roll, spray. 21204.
phone 753-5273.
N-14-C We have just opened thirty new relatives for their thoughtful- four door sedan
table and six chairs. Please call
with factory
$3.95 sq. yd.; Remnants, hall References. Free estimates.
7534893.
N-13-.0
N-35-C
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville con- spaces and our opening special ness and kindness during her air and all power. Local car.
runners, cut off pieces, bath Phone 753-3486.
WANTED TO BUY
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
vertible. Excellent condition. includes no rent until January recent illness and death.
USED COLOR TV. Practically room pieces $1.99 sq. yd., and FOR YOUR home remodeling,
lst. Why not drive out and take
It has eased the burden of Corner of 6th and Main. N-14-C
new, with a new set guarantee $2.99 sq. yd. while it lasts. Pas- additions and repairs. Free esti- WANTED: A lot in or around New transmission, fuel pump,
Murray. Call 753-2250 after 3:30 water pump, battery, and paint a look at our spacious, engineer- sorrow so much and we shall
chall's Discount House, Hazel, mates. Call 753-6123.
Dunn TV and Appliances.
TFC
p.
Ky.
in.
N-13-C job. Power steering and power ed facilities, then phone 753- be eternally grateful.
492-9733.
N-13-C
1965 OLDS 88 four door hardITP
Clifton E Brown
linakes. Automatic transmission. 3855 for a reservation. Located
WILL CONTRACT new houses.
top with factory air, power
HELP WANTED
on
south
16th
Street
and
STOCK TRAILER, 5' x 12'. Call WHEEL CHAIR, good condition,
strictand
Brown
Ruth
Must sell immediately. Phone
General repair work and addisteering and brakes. 1963 Pontly limited to families.
N-18-C
753-1455.
N-13-C reasonable. Phone 753-1667 afNoel Brown
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift, 753-9460, ask for Paul. N-15-P
iac
753-3368.
station wagon with factory
16-C
tions.
Nov.
Phone
ter 6:00 p. in.
ITC air
N-15-P
5:00 p. in. to 11 p. m., male or
BUILDING for cleanup or body
and all power. Cain and
ALLLS-CHALMERS 66 Combine,
horns
TAKE
selected
WILL
few
female. Apply in person to Dan- 1962 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass. shop, air canthressor furnished.
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner gt
John Deere corn picker, 1 row. REMOVE carpet paths and
for training. Boarding facilities Castle, Chestnut Street. No
6th and Main.
Call 753-6401.
Bucket seats, one owner car. Telephone 753-3018.
N-15-C
N-11(
N-13-P spots; fluff beaten down nap
TFC Bought new in Murray. Excelwith Blue Lustre. Rent sham- and pasture. Blackwell Stables, phone calls please.
PART OR ALL of 120 ft x 50 ft
telephone 753.8977.
Dec.4-C
USED FURNITURE including pooer $1. Western
Auto Store
1963 FORD Galaxie 500, V-8 auSOMEONE to drive little girl to lent condition. Contact Jimmy building on Chestnut Street.
range,
refrigerator,
dinette "Home of the Wishing
WILL STAY with convalescent Robertson School each morn- Fain, phone 753-3251 days, af- Available first of
Well".
tomatic with power. 1959 Olds
month.
Telesuite, bedroom suite, couch and
N-15-C or elderly people in their home ing. Call 753-4438 after 6:00 ter 5:30 p. m. call 753-6376.
88 four door hardtop with air
phone 753-3018.
N -15-C
chair. Phone 753-2623. N-13-C
N-15-C
and power. Cain and Taylor
p. in. or inquire at 1605 CalFOUR MALE BEAGLE puppies, or mine. Phone 753-6135.
N-14-NC
LARGE efficiency apartment,
loway.
ulf Station Corner of 6th and
N-13-P
CARPORT SALE, 283 North eight weeks oid. Call 753-6349.
air-conditioned, electric heat,
Main.
N -14C1955 CHEVROLET pick-up. PricN-15-C SAWS FILED, electric heaters
19th Street. Antiques that inWISE WOMEN buy Avon . . ed reasonably. Phone 753-9139. completely furnished with large
appliances
all
small
and
repairclude square oak table and six SUPER THUNDER jct
Couple
500 mo- ed. 512 R So. 12th St., 753-6067. Wiser women sell Avon. Yoe Phone 753-1222 after 6 p. in. caaciets.
1606 W. main. only. Apply at
chairs, round top trunk, oak del figure 8 racing
1959 CHRYSLER Newport, four.
N-15-C
can earn in your spare time
set by AuN-13-C
N-14-P
bedstead, lot of small items. rora. One new car
door sedan with double power
sailing near home. Call or write
still in plas10' x 52' TWO-BEDROOM trailElectric guitar with amplifier. tic. Slow, fast,
Chevrolet pick-up truck, de
forward, back- WILL DO baby sitting in my Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown, Avon
Clothes of all sizes Sale Friday ward, and
er, electric heat. Orte.mile from
196b
CHEVROLET
Station
Waluxe cab. Cain and Taylor Gull
Mgr.,
Shady
Grove Road, Marbrake centrals- Set home, day or night, Monday
city limits on nice big 'lot.
and Saturday, eight a. in. to still in box Call
Station. Corner of 6th and Main
James Puckett Urn:pith Friday. Phone 753-4589. ion, Ky. 42064. Phone 965-3.363 gon, V-8 automatic, $275.00. Call
p. m.
N-15-P
N-15-C 436-5808.
N-13-C Phone 753-5109.
N-14-C
1:1-14-15-C 436-2323.
1TP
N-15-C

GET
ATTENTION
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CHRISTMAS CLUB
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DID YOU GET YOURS?

PRICE OF $1.00

United Pre

ouncilman L
ouneed his
the Murray Cii
night after hay
years on the
Vaughn gave as
continuing pre
business that to
up some of his
The announce
by a letter to
Ellis and at a
Mr. Vaughn gin
the Holiday Inn
council meeting
He expressed
having to give
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THE PEOPLES BANK MAILED
OVER 34,OOO.® TO THEIR
CHRISTMAS CLUB CUSTOMERS,

/-

The F
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IN THE MAIL

NEW CHRISTMAS CLUBS ARE NOW OPENING .
CHOOSE THE AMOUNT YOU WANT NEXT YEAR,
OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT AND GET YOUR SPECIAL
RECORD FOR A VERY SPECIAL
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